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1. Introduction
Purpose of this document
1.1.

The purpose of this Topic Paper is to provide support to the Council’s Regulation 18
draft Local Plan:2019-2039 (draft ELP) and in particular, Policy SS1 – the Spatial
Strategy. It forms one of the accompanying evidence base documents supporting the
ELP and will be updated as the Council progresses to the next stage of the plan
making process.

1.2.

The paper sets out the information, evidence and feedback that has informed the
choices made in formulating the Spatial Strategy (Policy SS1), in the draft ELP. The
Spatial Strategy is the over-arching policy of the Plan and it sets its strategic
direction. Many other policies in the plan flow from the decisions and choices made
in the spatial strategy, including the site allocations.

1.3.

Understanding the scale of the Borough’s needs for the plan period, deciding how to
accommodate and distribute them across the Borough in conformity with national and
regional policy and local ambitions has been a complex and challenging task. This
Topic Paper sets out how the Spatial Strategy options were developed from the last
Regulation 18 Issues and Options Consultation in 2018 and the justification for the
Preferred Option. It also presents the justification for not using Strategic Industrial
Locations (SIL) to accommodate non- employment uses and addresses the question
of exceptional circumstances for Green Belt release

1.4.

The main areas covered by this Topic Paper are:

1.5.

•

Borough’s growth ambitions

•

Land uses to be considered and different growth options

•

How the spatial strategy evolved

•

Spatial options considered, those rejected and the reasons why

•

The preferred spatial strategy and reasons why

•

Appropriateness of using Strategic Industrial Location (SIL) to accommodate
growth requirements

•

Justification for using Green Belt and/or Metropolitan Open Land to
accommodate growth requirements– exceptional circumstances and strategic
exceptional circumstances

•

Conclusions

The intention of the topic paper is to provide background information and explain the
development of the ELP and the Spatial Strategy. It does not contain any policies,
proposals or site allocations
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2. Background
Context
Policy context
2.1

The Spatial Strategy has been developed in the light of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), the London Plan requirements and local ambitions set out in the
corporate Plan and various council strategies.

2.2

The NPPF introduced the presumption in favour of sustainable development. For plan
making, this means that local planning authorities should plan positively to meet the
development needs of their area, and meet objectively assessed needs unless the
adverse impacts of doing so would ‘significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
benefits’, or specific policies of the NPPF indicate that development should be
restricted. The NPPF also contains national land use policy on matters such as the
economy, town centres, transport, housing and good design. Policies in the NPPF are
supplemented by the National Planning Practice

The Development Plan for the London Borough of Enfield
2.3

2.4

2.5

The adopted development plan for Enfield currently consists of:
•

The Enfield Plan 2010-2025: Core Strategy, 2010

•

Development Management document, adopted 2014

•

North Circular Area Action Plan, 2014

•

North East Enfield Area Action Plan, 2016

•

Edmonton Leeside Area Action Plan, 2020

The Council is in the process of updating the following parts of the Development Plan:
•

The Enfield Local Plan – seeks to replace the Core Strategy, Development
Management Document and the three Area Action Plans.

•

Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Local Plan – consideration is being
given through the 2021 Regulation 18 draft ELP consultation whether or not
to address Traveller Needs through the preparation of a separate
Development Plan Document informed by the Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation needs assessment 1.

•

North London Waste Plan – prepared jointly with the London Boroughs of
Barnet, Camden, Hackney, Haringey, Islington and Waltham Forest. The Plan
is currently at examination stage and the Council is seeking to adopt the Plan
towards the end 2021.

The draft ELP was preceded by a Regulation 18 consultation on Issues and Options.
This initial document very much focused on exploring broad issues and options, but
did not include the Council’s preferred approach, in terms of the scale of growth to be

1

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/enfield-gypsy-and-travellers-assessment-final-report2020-planning.pdf
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planned for, or in terms of the proposed spatial strategy. In 2021, the Council is
consulting on a further Regulation 18 document.
Geographical context
2.6

Enfield is an outer London Borough in north London and is home to approximately
333,794 people and 130,000 households. It is a diverse place, which has welcomed
communities from across the world. In particular, it has large Turkish, Greek and
Cypriot populations. The Borough covers an area of 8219 hectares (82.2 square
kilometres, or 31.7 square miles). Enfield is represented by three MPs and one GLA
member. Enfield council’s 63 councillors represent 21 wards.

2.7 Enfield sits entirely within the M25, north of the River Thames. Central London is
approximately 12 miles to the south. Enfield shares boundaries with three other
London Boroughs: Waltham Forest to the east, Haringey to the south and Barnet to
the west. Enfield adjoins the County of Hertfordshire to the north and shares
boundaries with the districts of Hertsmere, Welwyn Hatfield, Broxbourne and Epping
Forest.
Connectivity
2.8

The Borough’s road network is made up of approximately 68km of principal roads,
37km of the TfL road network, 51km of non-principal classified roads and 466km of
unclassified roads 2. There are three main roads. Firstly, the M25 which straddles the
northern boundary of the Borough. The A10 Great Cambridge Road (London to
Cambridge) which runs straight up through the Borough. The A10 has also been
described as the physical indicator of the east/west inequalities divide that
characterises the Borough. The A10 is also characterised by an east/west divide in
terms of type of traffic. It is accessed by residents from the west and mainly industrial
traffic from the east of the borough. Finally, the A406 (The North Circular Road) runs
across the southern end of the Borough.

2.9

Overall, the Borough has 22 train/tube stations. It is served by four lines:
•

The London Underground Piccadilly Line services the west of the Borough with
four stations in Enfield – Arnos Grove, Southgate, Oakwood and Cockfosters –
providing connections to central London including Kings Cross and London
Heathrow Airport. The Piccadilly Line will benefit from increased capacity and
signalling upgrades from 2023 thereby transforming the service for residents in
the Borough.

•

The West Anglia Main Line connecting to London Liverpool Street to the south
and Hertford East to the north. A section of the track that is identified to benefit
from Four-Tracking and from Crossrail 2 investment.

•

London Overground service to London Liverpool Street and Moorgate in the
city of London, to Cheshunt to the north; and

•

The Govia Thameslink Railway from London Moorgate to Hertford North and
Wooton on Stone.

2.10 Network Rail has recently delivered the £170 million Lee Valley Rail programme, which
increased capacity on the West Anglia main line. A significant element of this is the

2

Enfield’s Transport Plan
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delivery of a new four platform train station at Meridian Water (south eastern part of
the Borough) to service the new neighbourhood.
2.11 Walking and cycling routes permeate the Borough and are currently being improved as
part of the Healthy Streets and Cycle Enfield programmes. National Cycle Network
(NCN) Routes 1 and 12 runs through the Borough. Route 1 is a long-distance cycle
route that connects Dover to Shetland. It runs through the east of the Borough
following the River Lee. Route 12 is under construction but when completed will
connect Enfield Lock to Stevenage.
2.12 The Council has set up a programme ‘Cycle Enfield’ to deliver cycling and walking
schemes across the Borough. The programme has three main aims:
•

transforming our high streets and town centres;

•

promoting more active forms of travel to improve our health; and

•

creating safe and secure cycle routes for everyone.

2.13 The Borough’s transport plan notes that Enfield is one of five Outer London Boroughs
identified as having the greatest number of potentially cyclable trips, with nearly 80%
of car trips in Enfield of cyclable length. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the Borough’s
established cycle routes (in green).
2.14 The Borough is served by a network of 38-day bus routes, 7 school-day only services
and 8-night bus routes, which all together service 547 bus stops in the borough. The
North London Sub-Regional Transport Plan report states that travelling by bus
accounts for 14% of all journeys made by residents.
2.15 However, the road and rail network present barriers to walking and cycling – the A10
Great Cambridge Road and A1010 Hertford Road impede east-west movement, and
the North Circular Road (A406) and M25 make it difficult to walk into and out of the
Borough.
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Figure 2.1: Established cycle routes within the Borough
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Natural environment
Landscape and greenscape
2.16 Figure 2.2 shows the extent of the Borough’s baseline in terms of the natural
environment in terms of landscapes and greenscapes.

Figure 2.2: A map of the Borough's green spaces
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2.17 The rural areas of the Borough occupy 37% of the Borough ( 3,000ha). The Borough
sits within the Norther Thames Basin NCA which is characterised by “a diverse
landscape ranging from the wooded Hertfordshire plateaux and river valleys, to the
open landscape and predominantly arable area of the Essex heathlands, with areas of
urbanisation mixed in throughout3”. It is noted that the NCA has come under
increasing pressure from urban creep and the demands on land use this entails.
2.18 There are two designated Area of Special character (AOSC):
•

The Enfield Chase AOSC; and

•

The Lee Valley AOSC.

2.19 Rural uses are wide ranging. In the west of the Borough, farming has helped shape the
agricultural, rural landscape. Golf courses parks and woodland (including areas of
Ancient Woodland). Notable attractions include Enfield Chase (a former royal hunting
ground and deer park), Capel Manor and the registered gardens of Trent Park, Forty
Hall and Myddelton House. Whilst the Lee Valley Regional Park is associated with
waterways and leisure activities.
2.20 The Borough’s rural area is part of the wider Lee Valley glasshouse industry. Despite
being a key economic and employment sector in the area, it is a declining practice.
Neighbouring boroughs see it as a key industry that should be protected and an
appropriate land use designation, consideration will have to be given to the future
approach to this industry, in the Local Plan.
2.21 Topography is well defined with higher ground in the north west of the Borough,
gradually descending into the Lee Valley in the east of the Borough. The topography
and the rural nature of the western side of the Borough has resulted in the Borough
identifying thirteen important local views. There are also ten shorter local views which
have been identified in Conservation Area Character Appraisals.
2.22 Enfield also lies within close proximity to nationally or internationally important nature
conservation sites, including the Epping Forest Special Area of Conservation (SAC),
Lee Valley (Special Protection Area) and Broxbourne Woods (National Nature
Reserve). The Enfield Chase Restoration programme is creating large areas of
restored publicly accessible woodland and is set to expand. Parts of the Borough also
form part of the Lee Valley Regional Park, a natural resource of national importance.
There are opportunities to improve the environmental quality of the urban edge,
bringing green space into urban area and maximising the potential for people to
interface with nature.
2.23 The Mayor of London’s Environmental Strategy (MES) has set an ambitious target to
become the world’s first ‘National Park City’ where over 50% of the city’s land will be
designated to the natural environment. This will set a new emphasis on connecting
strategic green spaces and finding opportunities to provide greater urban greening.
2.24 The London Plan’s proposal to introduce the Urban Greening Factor (UGF) will push
greater urban greening measures in new developments to provide more multifunctional high-quality green infrastructure, to help mitigate against a variety of issues
such as heating, flooding and air quality. The long-term approach is for boroughs to
implement their own UGF as they are best placed to understand localised context.

3 Natural England (2013) NCA Profile:111 Northern Thames Basin [online] available at:

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/4721112340496384?category=587130
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2.25 Despite a strong baseline of green infrastructure and landscapes the Borough has
significant accessibility issues to the Lee Valley Reginal Park. Severance issues have
knock on effects elsewhere. For instance, a key regional issue is the recreational
pressure on Epping Forest. Tackling this severance should be an essential
consideration for the Local Plan not only would this help realise the multiple benefits
the Lee Valley Regional Park could provide but is can also help relieve the pressure on
a key regional environmental asset. The Council has adopted a Blue and Green
Strategy which will help identify up to date opportunities and issues for the Borough.
2.26 The Borough has secured woodland funding from the GLA, which is likely to be
invested into rural areas.
2.27 The Green Belt designation covers all of the Borough’s rural area (37%) of the
Borough. The largely farmed areas dominate the Green Belt in the north whilst the Lee
Valley Regional Park and the Chingford Reservoirs SSSI dominate the eastern
stretches.
2.28 The Borough has 36 sites designated as Metropolitan Open Land (MOL) which totals
249 ha of land throughout the Borough.
Water
2.29 The River Lee is most significant watercourse running through the Borough. It is the
easternmost tributary to the Thames, joining it at Tower Hamlets. The Borough has
more than 100km of watercourses – more than any other London borough. Its rich blue
network includes an extensive network of canals (including the River Lee Navigation
Canal, the New River and Enfield Loop of the New River), rivers (River Lee), reservoirs
(William Girling and King George V) and lakes. The River Lee’s tributaries – Salmons
Brook, Turkey Brook and Pymmes Brook – run through the Borough, converging in the
east, bringing flood risk to areas of Edmonton and Meridian Water. However, there are
opportunities to improve the sustainable management of watercourses, as well as their
visibility and accessibility.
Built environment
Heritage and townscape
2.30 The Borough has a number of historic assets designated at either a local and national
scale, including:
•

Five Scheduled Ancient Monuments;

•

22 conservation areas;

•

5 registered parks and gardens of special historic interest (Forty Hall, Trent Park,
Broomfield, Myddleton House and Grovelands);

•

479 statutorily listed buildings;

•

262 local landmarks and landscapes identified on the Local heritage list; and

•

25 areas of archaeological importance.

2.31 All 22 conservation areas in the borough have Conservation Area Character
Appraisals, these documents highlight assets which make the areas distinctive and
aim to protect the important historical and cultural features.
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2.32 The Borough has 479 statutorily listed buildings. 30 of these are Grade II* (buildings of
particularly important interest), three are Grade I (buildings of exceptional interest) and
312 are Grade II (buildings of special interest).
2.33 In general, the listed buildings are clustered around town centre, following early
patterns of settlements and transport routes. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the listed
buildings and registered parks and gardens distribution.

Figure 2.3: Listed buildings and registered parks and gardens 4
2.34 Historic England maintains a nationwide Heritage at Risk (HAR) register, updated on
an annual basis. The 2018 HAR register records 18 entries that are at risk within the
borough. Of these, five are Grade II* listed buildings, two are conservation areas
(Church Street and Fore Street). Three are registered parks and gardens (Grovelands,
Broomfield and Trent Park) and eight are Grade II listed buildings.
2.35 The Borough’s Archaeological Priority Area Appraisal indicates that there are a total of
25 APAs, including significant area in the north west of the borough and along the
eastern border, the areas include:

4

•

• Enfield Chase and Camley Moat;

•

• Whitewebbs Hill, Bull Cross and Forty Hill;

•

• Lea Valley West Bank;

•

• Ermine Street;

•

• Lee Valley East Bank;

Making Enfield: Heritage Strategy: 2019 – 2024
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•

Enfield Town and Broomfield House.

2.36 Trent Park is a valuable area of historic landscape comprising farmland, parkland,
woodland and formal gardens. Much of the area is now Trent Country Park (owned
and managed by the London Borough of Enfield since 1968) and is a popular area for
countryside recreation activities. In its centre is the University of Middlesex campus
which includes the historic house of Trent Park Mansion.
Historic settlement
2.37 A detailed historic study of the Borough’s character was prepared for the Council by
the Paul Drury Partnership in 2008, extracts from this piece of work is set out in the
Characterisation Study (AMUP), 2011 5.

2.38 Historically, the Borough’s oldest settlements are scattered villages on major transport
routes radiating out of London and isolated farming communities with commons,
heathland and agricultural land in large private estates. Suburban development from
the late 17th century brought urban forms of housing to village edges. Areas of
workers’ housing, mainly in the east of the Borough, accompanying industrial
development through the late 18th to mid 19th century, were followed by more
extensive streets of terraced houses and middle-class villas with accompanying local
shopping parades, as the arrival of the railway in the mid 19th century opened up
potential for commuting and many private estates were sold for development.
2.39 Civic and public buildings such as libraries and schools proliferated in response to the
rapid increase in urban population, with new administrative structures such as elected
local school boards replacing voluntary or church bodies. The development of major
arterial road routes with attendant light industry, the extension of the Underground, and
the largely unplanned explosion of property ownership in the 1930s through
speculative development, then rapidly filled in the spaces between the early
5

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/planning-policy-information-enfield-characterisationstudy-parts-1-4-february-2011.pdf
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settlements. This general con figuration has survived in many locations largely
unchanged over the last 50 years, with the exception of some post-war redevelopment
of 19th century terraces with multi-storey residential blocks, of town centres with office
and retail complexes and new road layouts, and of industrial areas with retail
superstores. Orientation and local identity derives to a great extent from the surviving
open green spaces - parks and playing fields - and key topographical features, such as
hills, valleys and the remaining large houses now in public or institutional ownership
and, of course, the expanded network of major transport routes of the last 150 years.
2.40 The origins of Enfield’s growth are focused around a series of historic towns and
villages. A number of these centres formed along the London-Cambridge Road,
including Edmonton and Ponders End. The New River ran north-south through the
centre of the Borough, through the heart of Enfield, which was established early on as
an important market town and grew steadily from this base. The River Lee was an
important focus for trade and later industrial activity. Whilst much of the historic form
established alongside the Lee has gone, some remnants still remain.
2.41 Enfield’s historic centres have grown and developed mixed-use character of retail,
employment, community and leisure activities. Enfield’s town centres remain the focus
of commercial and civic life, with Enfield Town, Palmers Green, Southgate, Angel
Edmonton and Edmonton Green serving as important hubs. The twentieth century saw
substantial suburban development, capitalising on improvements in public transport.
This brought archetypal ‘Metroland’ development, with generous gardens and
shopping parades, to many parts of the Borough.
Community
2.42 Enfield’s residents are younger than the London average and like other London
Boroughs, are proudly diverse. Enfield has the largest proportion of Greek and Turkish
speaking people in the country and 195 languages and dialects are spoken by school
pupils who live in Enfield. Life expectancy is increasing, though there are higher rates
of diabetes and obesity than the national average. Enfield as a whole is the ninth most
deprived London borough, though this overall assessment masks significant disparities
within the Borough. Ten areas rank within the 10% most deprived neighbourhoods in
England, all of which lie within the east of the borough. Median incomes in the most
affluent neighbourhoods are more than four times those of the least affluent.
2.43 The Dugdale Centre, Millfield Theatre, Drumsheds and the Chickenshed Theatre are
cornerstones of Enfield’s cultural life, and the Borough’s rich heritage of creativity
offers a strong base for the growth of culture and the creative industries. Sporting and
leisure facilities serve local communities throughout the Borough, with Hotspur Way
Training Ground drawing in professionals from further afield.
Economic prosperity
2.44 Enfield’s thriving economy is underpinned by small businesses. There are 13,275
businesses registered in Enfield (as at 2019), of which 93% employ fewer than 10
people. Enfield’s industrial strengths are evident in the extent of regionally significant
and locally important employment sites, which together accommodate over 22,000
workers over 247 hectares. Brimsdown is the second largest industrial estate in
London, and is home to firms such as Warburtons, Amazon and Johnson Matthey. The
knowledge and creative economy is growing – Metaswitch recently expanded their
presence in Enfield Town, and Troubadour Theatres have opened a new film studio
complex in Meridian Water.
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3. Enfield’s growth requirements to 2039
Introduction
3.1

The Borough is expected by national policy to plan for and accommodate its growth
needs in a sustainable manner. This is reinforced by regional policy in the form of the
London Plan requirements and is further enhanced by the Council’s own ambitions to
address growth needs, especially those relating to housing and provision of green
infrastructure.

3.2

Enfield has many different growth requirements to accommodate over the next 15 plus
years. These include:

3.3

•

Housing

•

Employment

•

Retail

•

Recreation/leisure/sport/open space

•

Nature/biodiversity

•

Tourism

•

Culture

•

Burial needs

•

Various forms of supporting infrastructure including social, transport and
green/blue

•

Climate change requirements

This section considers the quantum of needs and other qualitative factors that have
fed into the growth strategy options that have been developed for the draft ELP.

Key growth sectors
Housing
3.4

Details of the housing requirements that the Borough must accommodate in the plan
period is considered in depth in the Housing Topic Paper, June 2021 and will not be
replicated here. The Housing Topic Paper forms part of the evidence base supporting
the Local Plan and can be accessed at:
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/

3.5

In summary, Enfield faces a complex and difficult situation in relation to establishing its
housing growth requirements. This complexity derives from:
•

A Government assessment of housing need in Enfield based on the Standard
Methodology approach which yields a requirement of 4,397 net new homes per
year with a total requirement of 87,940 homes over the plan period.

•

a London Plan target of 1,246 net new dwellings per year to 2029

•

No specifically set target from 2029 to 2039
14
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•

An affordable housing requirement of 1,407 household per year

•

the fact that Enfield is currently only building 500 homes per year on average

3.6

The housing evidence also shows that there is a much greater need for larger family
units for both market and affordable housing.

3.7

The Borough also has various specialist housing needs including:
•

Self-build and custom build plots

•

Older persons accommodation

•

Wheelchair accessible accommodation and student housing need as part of the
Government’s set housing need of 4,397 new dwellings per year

3.8

3.9

For technical and legal reasons (which are set out in detail in the housing topic Paper,
the Council has had to consider three possible housing growth options for the period
from 2019 to 2039. These are:
•

Baseline – 17,000 net new homes

•

Medium Growth c 25,000 net new homes

•

High Growth – c 55,000 net new homes
The preferred housing option is the medium growth scenario – provision of 25,000 net
new homes over the plan period. Further details relating to these three housing
growth options is contained in the Housing Topic Paper.

Employment
3.10 Details of the employment requirements that the borough must accommodate in the
plan period is considered in depth in the Employment Topic Paper, May 2021 and will
not be replicated here. The Employment Topic Paper forms part of the evidence base
supporting the Local Plan and can be accessed at
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/
3.11 In summary, the borough needs to retain its existing employment floorspace provision
and also provide for an additional 56ha of industrial/logistics land and 37,000 sq m of
office floorspace.
3.12 There is a strong demand in the borough for logistics and distribution space with large
floorplates and road connectivity as well as a need for smaller office spaces in wellconnected locations such as Enfield town and Southgate.
Health and wellbeing
3.13 The land use activities related to health and wellbeing include sport, recreation,
leisure, green/blue infrastructure, culture and access to nature. The requirements of
these growth needs are considered in depth in a number of evidence base documents
including:
•

Blue and Green Infrastructure Audit, 2020

•

Blue and Green Strategy, 2021

•

Playing Pitch Strategy (2018-2023)
15
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•

Infrastructure Delivery Plan

3.14 These documents form part of the evidence base supporting the Local Plan and can
be accessed at https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/.
3.15 In summary, the borough needs to:
Sport, open space and recreation
•

Protect and improve the quality and capacity of existing indoor sport facilities
and playing pitches and ancillary facilities,

•

Provide new or improved sport and leisure facilities in the right locations to
meet existing and future demand and address obesity/inactivity levels,
including:
o

4 hub sites of sporting excellence (Enfield Playing Fields, Pickett’s
Lock, Hotspur Way and Firs Farm); and

o

6 new playing pitches

•

Improve access to sport and training facilities (e.g. schools and community
halls)

•

Revitalise sport and leisure activities at the waterside (e.g. Chingford
reservoirs, Picketts Lock and Ponders End)

Access to nature and open space
•

Create over 500 hectares of rewilded landscape (including native and actively
managed woodland in the heart of the borough’s countryside, with improved
access to the urban fringe

•

Conserve, enhance and restore sites of importance for nature conservation
(including 6 upgrades or extensions and 3 opportunity sites)

•

Create over 22 hectares of new publicly accessible open space (in Edmonton
Leeside)

•

Create 12 new wetland sites in existing parks and open spaces

•

Plant over 500 new street trees per year alongside species-rich meadows
along road verges and under-used spaces, especially within identified deficient
areas

•

Explore de-culverting opportunities to enhance the connectivity and
functionality of the ecological network

•

Support the creation and restoration of priority habitats and species (e.g. water
voles, beavers and storks)

Culture and community needs
•

Secure new community facilities on development sites and estate regeneration
schemes

•

Improve the quality, accessibility and quantity of community facilities in the face
of pressures from higher land uses
16
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•

Safeguard and avoid the unnecessary loss of community facilities (e.g. public
houses)

•

Ensure adequate community facilities are in place to support the sustainable
growth of the borough

•

Focus community and cultural uses within town centres and areas of high
public transport access (e.g. Enfield Town)

•

Support the multiple use of community facilities (especially after core hours)

Burial space
3.16 Details of the burial needs that the Borough must accommodate in the plan period is
considered in depth in the Burial Needs Assessment, 2020. This document forms part
of the evidence base supporting the Local Plan and can be accessed at
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/.
3.17 In summary, the Borough needs to provide for 15,152 burial plots by 2041. In terms
of land usage, this equates to a requirement of approximately 7.7 hectares of
additional land by 2041. Notably, there is a significant shortage of Muslim burial plots
within the Borough, both throughout the plan period and beyond. There is also a
shortage of consecrated land for Greek Orthodox community, with many of the
members having to use provisions outside of the Borough.
Rural land use requirements
3.18 The Borough’s rural areas lies beyond the Metropolitan Green Belt, which is the wider
countryside. Whilst the rural area’s role is legislatively different from the Green Belt,
the pressures it faces are comparable: in order to retain its open character,
development must be managed in a similar approach. Throughout the process of
preparing the ELP, the Council has taken consideration of the balance between the
greater importance that the Government attaches to the protection of the Green Belt
and further emphasis is placed in the NPPF to place significant weight on the need to
support economic growth and to boost significantly the supply of housing by meeting
the objectively assessed needs for market and affordable housing in its Housing
Market Area in line with paragraph 59 of the NPPF.
3.19 The rural areas accommodate a range of activities but are primarily dominated by
farming, parks and the water reservoirs. Some of these areas are relatively remote, so
in order to promote sustainable development which offer facilities and opportunities for
all elements of the population, the Council has had to find a way to enable sufficient
investment in the rural settlements to balance the needs of sustainable communities
with the high quality natural environments and the proximity to a thriving and growing
Borough.
3.20 Over the plan period the Borough needs to support the economic growth and
diversification in the rural parts of the Borough, ensuring that land is made available for
business use and rural entrepreneurial culture and setting aside land to support start
up survival rates. This will help build resilience in the rural economy and create a
mosaic of sustainable and highly accessible rural activities including: local food
production, forestry, re-wilding, sporting activities, natural burial, countryside education
and recreation.
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Qualitative growth requirements
3.21 The Council recognises that the implementation of a strategy and vision for the
Borough is not solely a planning matter and that other interventions are required to
achieve social, economic and environmental objectives for the area. The ELP
therefore seeks to take account of the other strategies of the Council in terms of
their land-use implications, and the priorities of partner organisations.

3.22 These Strategies, including the ELP have each developed over slightly different
time periods and for different purposes. However, through wide consultation with
different sectors of the local community, and a Council commitment to a corporate
approach to such issues, the Strategies possess a considerable commonality of
direction. The strategies have ambitious plans to address local needs, especially
address housing crisis, climate change, and nature – Green & blue strategy,
placemaking, levelling up lifetime of opportunities etc. The strategies include:
Corporate plan
3.23 The Corporate Plan for 2020-2022was originally published in 2018 and refreshed
in 2020. Sets out a lifetime of opportunities for everyone under three pillars:
1) Good homes in well-connected neighbourhoods
2) Safe, healthy and confident communities
3) An economy that works for everyone. –
Housing and growth strategy

3.24 The Council’s housing and growth strategy for 2020 to 2030 was published in 2020
setting out the Council’s strategy to deliver Pillar 1 of the Corporate Strategy, by
using good growth principles to deliver more homes and better homes for Enfield
where everyone benefits from the opportunities that growth can bring. The Strategy
recognises:
•

3,500 households currently living in temporary accommodation in Enfield. This
is 2nd highest in the country.

•

House prices in Enfield have risen significantly in the last 20 years, more than
doubling between 2000-2019, in line with the trend across London as a whole.

•

Home ownership is beyond the reach of many. Average house costs 13.7
times income vs London average of 12.5

•

Rents have also increased substantially in the last 5 years, with more
significant rises amongst lower quartile rents (the cheaper properties on the
rental market). Enfield has the highest eviction rate in London.

3.25 Although the Housing and Growth Strategy only formally covers the period up to
2030, the issues and actions identified in the Strategy are seen as being important
in the longer term, through the period of the ELP. The Housing and Growth
strategy recognises that the ELP will provide a spatial framework that plans to
meet a minimum housing need of 19,000 6 new homes in the Borough over the next
6

The Housing Strategy was prepared at the time the emerging London Plan was proposing a housing
requirement on Enfield of 1,879 net new dwellings per year. This target was subsequently reduced to
in the adopted London Plan 2021
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10 years of which 50% is targeted to be affordable housing tenures, based on local
evidence.
Climate change

3.26 The Council, along with other local authorities in the UK, has declared that there is
a climate change emergency that requires urgent planning and action. This will
include a number of actions:
•

That the Borough work towards ensuring that the full range of Council
activities are net carbon neutral by 2030.

•

That an action plan will be developed as soon as possible.

•

That the Borough ensure all services make the maximum possible impact in
challenging the extent and causes of climate change. The developing new
ELP will incorporate the maximum possible sustainability requirements that
the system will allow, and encourage developers to go beyond this in order
to future proof homes and buildings.

•

It will act to improve social housing energy efficiency through direct action
and take full advantage of Government and energy provider funding to
improve the energy efficiency of private homes.

•

Engage with all sectors of our residents, communities and businesses to
publicise the climate emergency declaration and work together to reduce
the possible impact.

3.27 The Council has developed a Climate Action Plan to explain how it will achieve a
net carbon neutral position across its services by 2030. This includes data
collection/baselining data, developing its carbon offsetting approach, identifying
priorities and programmes for services, working with partner organisations to
develop a consistent approach to climate change, and community
outreaching/persuasion. The emerging spatial strategy for growth is seen as a key
vehicle to focus on the climate change mitigation requirements of new
development and in taking responsibility for biodiversity, green energy and
environmental requirements. Therefore, the climate emergency has placed an
even greater emphasis on the development strategy delivering growth in a
sustainable way.
ELP Visioning work

3.28 The ELP’s visioning work has been prepared in line with the aspirations of the
national planning policy framework and planning guidance. The NPPF (para 15)
states that: ‘Succinct and up-to-date plans should provide a positive vision for the
future of each area.” This is echoed in the plan making PPG which emphasises
that ‘a plan is an opportunity for the strategic policy-making authority to set out a
positive vision for the area.’ (para 59).
3.29 The Visioning Report 2021 sets out how the Council formulated a positive vision
for the future development of Enfield, setting out what it did, and the key priorities
and aspirations shared with the Borough by stakeholders in the engagement
process
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3.30 The Vision and the four themes that underpin the development of the ELP are set
out below:
Vision

By 2039 Enfield will be a place of growing opportunity for future generations: a green
lung of London and a place where new homes and jobs help all our communities thrive.
Housing growth will be accommodated across the Borough, ensuring delivery of a mix of
housing types and tenures that meet the needs of existing and new residents.
Employment floorspace will be delivered in town centres, existing employment areas and
new locations in the north and east of the borough, building upon the Borough’s existing
economic strengths and supporting the growth of new economic sectors.
East-west disparities will be reduced by delivering
high quality new infrastructure, an uplift in employment floorspace and environmental
improvements. Across the borough, we will use biophilic design principles to ensure that
opportunities are maximised to knit new development into improved blue-green
networks.
The four guiding themes
A NURTURING PLACE – A place that provides people with the ingredients for a good life.
By accommodating growth throughout the borough, we will ensure the delivery of high
quality and affordable homes supported by jobs, community facilities and excellent
education, leisure and cultural opportunities. Growth will be used to address spatial
disparities and create opportunities to deliver better outcomes for all.
A DEEPLY GREEN PLACE – A place where enhanced green open spaces and waterways
permeate through the urban fabric from the wild places in the rural north, providing access
for all to nature on their doorstep. Improved biodiversity, greener urban environments and
better air and water quality will deliver places where residents and live lives enriched with
nature.
We will successfully respond to the climate crisis through effective mitigation and adaptation,
delivering sustainable buildings and transport options, and effectively managed flood risk.
We will be a Borough that is carbon neutral.
THE WORKSHOP OF LONDON – A place where new spaces for logistics and
manufacturing will support job growth, capitalising on Enfield’s strategic position in the UK
Innovation Corridor. New employment floorspace will be delivered in town centres and
existing and new industrial locations, where improved links to the borough’s green networks
will create attractive places for business growth. A range of workspaces will be delivered to
meet the needs of a diverse economy, including spaces for homeworking, start-ups and
SMEs, and the creative and maker economy. Enfield’s hot house of creativity will be
harnessed to enrich our industrial heartlands and diversify our town centres.
A DISTINCT AND LEADING PART OF LONDON – A place of safe growing
neighbourhoods whose valuable character, heritage and natural environments are
celebrated, managing new development to sustain beautiful places. By ensuring that growth
is supported by infrastructure and improved blue and green networks, new developments will
enhance both town and country. We will be a place that leads London in access to nature,
intergenerational communities, and quality of life.
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Good growth agenda

3.31 The NPPF recognises that creating high quality places is fundamental to what the
planning and development process should achieve. The London Plan also puts
‘good growth’ at the heart of its strategy – seeking to promote and deliver a better,
more inclusive form of growth on behalf of all Londoners.
3.32 The Council is committed to meeting its growth needs, whilst balancing this with
the need to create high quality, well-functioning places, with distinctive, local
identities.
NPPF sustainability requirement

3.33 At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development
which Councils are expected to run through their plan making functions. For plan
making the presumption means that local planning authorities are expected to
positively seek opportunities to meet objectively assessed development needs of
their area, unless the impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits or where the NPPF specifically indicates where development
should be restricted.
3.34 The Council is committed to creating opportunities for residents through new
homes, safe communities, and an economy that works for everyone. A positive
growth agenda can help the Borough enhance all parts of Enfield and create
beautiful places that work well, reduce poverty and increase quality of life. It
enables the Council to bring investment into the Borough and deliver homes, jobs
and infrastructure as well as adapt for and mitigate climate change and provide for
nature enhancement and recovery to support the growth anticipated to occur in the
Borough over the 20-year plan period to 2039. The Council is also committed to
managing this growth to create better places for all people of the Borough to live,
work and play in. The ELP is seen as one of the key tools in helping to achieve a
sustainable balance between meeting growth needs and the creation of high
quality, well-functioning places with distinctive local identities. The ELP must not
plan only for need in terms of numbers, it must also ensure that it is good growth
that delivers sustainable and quality places. Delivering this balance is at the heart
of placemaking
Need for long term visionary approach – more than 2039

3.35 In order to provide for a holistic approach to development and ensure that the
places created by this current plan are vibrant, health and sustainable, there is a
need to look beyond the 20 year plan horizon. With this plan the Council has taken
a long term vision for the Borough to 2050 and beyond.
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4. How did the spatial strategy evolve?
4.1

This section of the Topic Paper explains how the spatial strategy evolved and some of
the key factors that has influenced its development. The identification, assessment and
rejection of reasonable alternative options is also another factor in shaping the
preferred strategy.

Methodology
Responses to 2018 Regulation 18 plan
4.2

By far the largest number of responses received were concerned with housing growth
and associated matters. As a consequence, comments were often crosscutting across
the Issues and Options Plan. The public and resident action groups strongly objected
to a variety of levels of housing growth and its implications on a number of grounds.
However, public and private organisations adopted a more mixed view to such
matters, and there was a degree of support expressed for taking proactive steps to
accommodate growth. Unsurprisingly, the development industry tended to be by far
the most positive over growth, often linked to promotion of their individual sites

4.3

A summary of the main issues arising is set out in the Consultation Statement
available here: https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/enfield-regulation-18-201819-consultation-statement-may-2021-planning.pdf

Need and growth requirements
4.4

Development needs for the borough to 2039 were identified along with the qualitative
requirements for growth. See Section 3.

Duty to cooperate and engagement with key stakeholders
4.5

The Council has followed an iterative approach to developing the spatial strategy. The
strategy continues to be informed and refined by a wide range of technical evidence as
well as by both formal and informal engagement. The latter includes key stakeholders
such as utility providers, health authorities, and other technical and environmental
bodies.

4.6

During the preparation of the draft ELP other local authorities have made formal
approaches to the Borough for assistance in accommodating their anticipated unmet
housing need. In these instances, the Borough formally responded with an indication
that it did not feel it was in a position to assist due to the high level of constraints in the
Borough.

4.7

Between 2019-2020, the Council formally asked whether its duty to cooperate
authorities would be in a position to assist the Borough in meeting some or all of its
unmet employment and housing requirements before preparing its spatial strategy.

4.8

The Borough’s letters and responses received are set out in Appendix A.

4.9

The Council will continue to engage on cross-boundary and strategic matters under
the Duty to Co-operate with a variety of key organisations. This includes the County
Councils (on school, environmental and highways matters, etc.), adjoining and nearby
authorities, and other statutory bodies such as the Environment Agency, Natural
England and Historic England.
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Sustainability Appraisal and Habitat Regulations Assessment
4.10 The draft ELP and the development of the Spatial Strategy has been subject to
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) throughout the course of its preparation. The latest SA
Scoping Report7 was undertaken in 2020 for the ELP. Sustainability appraisals have
accompanied the ELP at the 2021 Regulation 18 stage.
4.11 The IIA accompanying the 2021 Regulation 18 version of the ELP concluded that:
The proposed policies in the Main Issues and Preferred Approaches document have
the potential to generate new significant positive changes for the borough
across the range of sustainability issues tested in this IIA process, as shown in
the number of positive cumulative effects….
Nevertheless, the large-scale development proposed through the Enfield Local Plan,
some of which will be on greenfield land does have the potential to generate new
adverse effects during construction but also occupancy by new residents (and their
associated travel movements) on the Borough’s sensitive biodiversity and heritage
assets, landscape and townscape, water and air quality and agricultural land. It is
clear that every effort is being made in the Enfield Local Plan to avoid and
minimise such adverse effects through the definition of a robust and diverse
range of place-making and development management policy approaches.
4.12 The Council is required by legislation to undertake a Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA) on the Local Plan and its policies, in order to determine whether there may be
‘likely significant effects’ on European Sites of importance for nature conservation from
the Local Plan, either alone or in combination with other plans or projects. It must
determine whether they would adversely affect the integrity of those sites.
4.13 The HRA is a separate process from the SA/SEA, although there are links between the
two assessments and one will inform the other.
4.14 Through the information reviewed and mitigation measures considered during the
Appropriate Assessment, the HRA concluded:
that no adverse effect on integrity will occur for the following impacts and
European sites due to confirmed safeguarding and mitigation measures.
Viability
4.15 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) introduced a requirement to assess
the viability of the delivery of the Local Plan and the impact on development of policies
contained within it.
4.16 The Council has considered viability throughout the process of preparing the ELP and
has produced an assessment of viable for the whole plan. The latest version of the
ELP Whole Plan Viability Assessment (2021) 8 confirms that:
•

35% affordable housing is achievable on most sites in most areas and there is
substantial scope to have a considerably higher (50%) affordable housing
target in the higher values areas
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•

Large greenfield sites are likely to be able to bear 50% affordable housing and
at least £50,000/unit in developer contributions

•

Some areas and development types, in particular in the east of the Borough
and taller buildings are more challenging to deliver

Accommodating growth requirements spatially
Urban/Brownfield land first
4.17 In formulating the spatial strategy, the Borough’s approach has been to prioritise
developing on urban brownfield land first in the site selection process (further
information is set out in the Housing Topic Paper, 2021). However, through the work
prepared as part of the Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment 9, the
Council established that it did not have sufficient land and/or capacity to meet the
Borough’s housing, employment and other needs solely within its policy unconstrained
urban areas.
Seeking assistance from Duty to Co-operate partners
4.18 Before considering whether to use Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL), Locally
Significant Industrial Sites (LSIS), non-designated employment sites or Green Belt to
accommodate the Borough’s growth requirements the Council formally approached
other local authorities to see if they could assist with meeting the Borough’s unmet
needs.
4.19 A number of responses came from neighbouring authorities saying that they too were
facing similar challenges and constraints, and were unable to accommodate the
Borough’s unmet needs.
Strategic Industrial Locations, Locally Significant Industrial Sites and non-designated
employment sites consideration
4.20 The Council then considered the potential release of SIL and LSIS for nonemployment uses – further detail is set out in Chapter 6. There is a growing demand
for industrial and logistic space. The availability of space is at low levels in several key
locations, which could place a significant constraint on growth, particularly in those
office-based sectors key to increasing productivity. Against the background of
evidence, the Council has concluded that there is a need to provide additional capacity
in terms of floorspace and that no land should be released from employment to nonemployment uses
Green Belt and Metropolitan Open Land (MOL) consideration
4.21 Only after all of the above approaches were exhausted did the Council then turned to
the possibility of using Green Belt and MOL to help accommodate the Borough’s
unmet growth needs. Green Belt issues are dealt with in Section 6.
4.22 The Council is also having to balance key national imperatives to boost overall housing
supply and to deliver sustainable housing and other development needs, alongside
maintaining, as far as is possible, established Green Belts.
4.23 As set out earlier, Enfield is highly constrained by the Green Belt. This means that any
development strategy that involves any outward expansion of the towns and larger
villages will inevitably necessitate the release of Green Belt land. The Council has had
9

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/
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regards to the NPPF (paragraphs 137 – 139) concerning exceptional circumstances
and associated factors it must take into account, but has concluded that it needs to
release land from the Green Belt to meet its development needs. Urban capacity is not
sufficient to satisfy the housing need figure (of 1,246 homes per annum10) and it has
considered and rejected a number of reasonable alternatives set out below.
4.24 The Council has commissioned a series of Green Belt reviews to help inform decisions
on the location of growth and preferred sites through the site selection process (see
the Housing topic paper, 2021) and evidence set out
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/
4.25 Each review represented an increasingly finer grained focus on Green Belt boundaries
and landscape constraints. Neither Stage 1 nor 2 of these studies made any
recommendations as to potential growth scenarios. Nevertheless, they have helped
steer the Council’s decisions about the most appropriate locations for planned growth
in the Borough by helping the Borough to better understand constraints and
opportunities for development, and its implications for the wider Green Belt and
detailed boundaries.
4.26 Given the overall level of development need and other factors, the Council conclude
that exceptional circumstances exist for releasing Green Belt land over the Plan
period. In particular, if the housing need is to be fully met, then there is no alternative
other than to remove some land from the Green Belt.

Strategic growth options
4.27 As seen in Section 3, Enfield has many different types of growth requirements to
accommodate over the period to 2039. The key determinants of the growth scenarios
that the borough developed were the complexities around setting a housing
requirement for the borough and meeting employment needs.
4.28 As noted in Section 3, Enfield faces significant and unique challenges in establishing
its housing growth requirements and a range of quantum options have been developed
to address this uncertainty ranging from 17,000 to 55,000 additional new homes.
When combined with other land use needs these have created the following three
growth options:
•

Option 1: Baseline growth by accommodating 17,000 new homes, new
employment floorspace including limited nature recovery and green and blue
infrastructure investment.

•

Option 2: Medium growth by accommodating 25,000 new homes with a full
range of land uses, including employment and extensive nature recovery and
green and blue infrastructure investment.

•

Option 3: High growth by accommodating 55,000 new homes with a full range of
land uses including some nature recovery and green and blue infrastructure
investment.

4.29 Options were generated to consider how each of these growth options could be
distributed across the borough. In developing the options, consideration was given to
the requirements of the NPPF and the London Plan. Use of brownfield land first, as
well as highly accessible locations, such as town centres, areas around stations (tube
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and rail) given the highest priority for accommodating growth. The opportunity areas
of the Lee Valley and New Southgate were also identified as locations to focus
development.
4.30 The full range of spatial strategy options identified are set out in Table 5.1, along with
an assessment of their pros and cons and whether or not they became the preferred
option. Details of how the 12 spatial strategy options were generated, their key
characteristics, and assessments, as well as how the decision-making on the preferred
option was arrived at is set out in Section 5
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5. Spatial options – All
5.1

Based on the methodological approach outlined in chapter 4, the three broad growth
options outlined in the previous chapter (baseline, medium and high density growth)
were developed into 12 spatial strategy options. These were then tested against the
Borough’s land supply (HELAA 2021 11) and assessed against the sustainability criteria
set out in the IIA.

5.2

The 12 spatial options considered were:
Baseline Growth Options
1. Option 1A: Baseline growth in the urban area only
2. Option 1B: Baseline growth in the urban area and employment areas
Medium Growth Options
3. Option 2A: Medium growth in the urban and employment areas
4. Option 2B: Medium growth in the urban, employment and some Green Belt
areas
5. Option 2C: Medium growth in the urban and Green Belt
6. Option 2D: Medium growth in the urban area only
High Growth Options
7. Option 3A: High growth in the urban area only – accommodates 55,000 homes
with development focused in the urban area only
8. Option 3B: High growth in the urban area and employment areas only
9. Option 3C: High growth – similar to options 3B and C, this is widespread
growth across the Borough including the urban area, employment areas and
the Green Belt.
Other spatial options
10. Option 4: seeking to accommodate most growth outside the Borough
11. Option 5: seeking to accommodate most of the development in the urban area
to the east of the A10
12. Option 6: seeking to accommodate majority of development in the urban area
to the west of the A10

5.3

11

The lowest amount of development was proposed in Options 1A and 2D where urban
sites, including Enfield Town, Edmonton shopping centre and the regeneration of
Meridian Water land to the west of the River Lee would be included.

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/
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5.4

Options 1B, 2A and 2B included the urban sites and also looked to accommodate
housing growth in designated employment areas including Harbet Road Industrial
Estate and a proportion of land at the heart of Brimsdown. Option 2C included option
2D and includes a small number of allocations in the Green Belt.

5.5

Before considering these for consultation, the benefits and dis-benefits of each were
identified and assessed through the IIA. This information is summarised in Table 5.1:
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Table 5.1: Spatial options considered
Option

1.

Key details

Benefits

Dis-benefits

Option 1A: Baseline growth in the urban
area only

•

Degree of compliance with London Plan housing
policies with reference to paragraph 4.1.11 12

•

Will not address the Borough’s acute housing
need.

This option would seek to deliver the
Borough’s development needs of 17,000
homes within the urban area on identified
sites. Set within the context of the NPPF
and the London Plan – this option seeks to
boost housing supply by maximising the
use the previously developed land and
increasing densities in all locations.

•

Protects the Green Belt by preserving current
settlement boundaries

•

•

Limited ability to address green and blue
infrastructure access – support nature recovery at
scale and improve/enhance rural areas

Protects SIL

•

•

High density development would deliver smaller,
potentially cheaper market housing

Limited number of appropriate sites in the urban
area, which creates a significant risk to the
deliverability of addressing the Borough’s housing
crisis and needs.

•

Could affect development viability and the
delivery of affordable housing due to the
increased costs associated with high density
development.

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Places pressure on those areas that have
historically taken most development

•

Will not deliver the desired mix of housing,
resulting in limited provision for family properties
and affordable housing.

•

Other land uses partially or not met

•

Only 50% of the Borough’s employment needs
are met, meaning that not enough space for will
be provided for businesses to expand, limiting
economic growth and risk displacing jobs outside

This option considers other land uses,
including limited nature recovery and green
and blue infrastructure improvements.
It also protects the Green Belt and
Strategic Industrial Locations, but seeks to
utilise the duty to cooperate if development
needs cannot be met.

12

See Housing Topic Paper for more information
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Option

Key details

Benefits

Dis-benefits
of the Borough. Unmet need will need to be found
for industrial and logistics outside of the Borough.

2.

13

•

The extension and further intensification of burial
space in the urban area is unlikely to be feasible
to meet the identified need – meaning that local
provision would be rapidly exhausted and
increased reliance placed on independent
denominational provision; and increased reliance
on using burial spaces in neighbouring authorities
resulting in higher costs to residents. From earlier
engagement with stakeholders, it was clear that
people generally preferred to be buried within
their local area.

•

Do not fully address inequalities and the levelling
up agenda

Option 1B: Baseline growth in the urban
area and employment areas

•

Degree of compliance with London Plan housing
policies with reference to paragraph 4.1.11 13

•

Will not address the Borough’s acute housing
need.

Similar to Option 1A, but spreads growth
by using employment areas for housing

•

Protects the Green Belt by preserving current
settlement boundaries

•

•

Limited ability to address green and blue
infrastructure access – support nature recovery at
scale and improve/enhance rural areas

High density development would deliver smaller,
potentially cheaper market housing

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Places pressure on those areas that have
historically taken most development

•

Will not deliver the desired mix of housing,
resulting in limited provision for family properties
and affordable housing.

See Housing Topic Paper for more information
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Option

3.

Key details

Option 2A: Medium growth in the urban
and employment areas
This option seeks to roll forward the
London Plan housing target of 1,246
homes per year over the plan period up to
2039. It seeks to boost housing supply by
continuing to focus development on
previously developed land in the urban and
employment areas and by increasing
densities in sustainable locations by
accommodating approximately 25,000
homes in the Borough.

Benefits

Dis-benefits
•

Employment needs are not met – the
assessments undertaken generally concluded
that the designated employment sites (SIL and
LSIS) were occupied and in employment use and
should therefore continue to be protected.

•

A small number of employment sites including
Redburn Trading Estate, Harbet Road and a
small area in the heart of Brimsdown industrial
estate, some LSIS sites in residential areas were
also identified as having the potential for housing
development, subject to suitable and viable
alternative sites being found to accommodate the
relocation of any affected businesses. However,
given the scale and nature of these sites, their
reallocation for residential use will only marginally
increase the supply of housing land in the
Borough and then only in the later stages of the
plan period. This reflects the practical difficulties
in assembling and remediating these sites for
development.

•

Burial needs not met.

•

Continues to support and facilitate redevelopment
of urban sites and the wider regeneration of urban
sites, particularly existing centres and large
regeneration and renewal projects

•

Limited number of appropriate sites in the urban
area, which creates a significant risk to the
deliverability of addressing the Borough’s housing
crisis and needs.

•

Promotes sustainable pattern of development
which makes efficient use of historic capital
investment in retail, employment, transport, and
community infrastructure.

•

No all housing needs could be met.

•

Difficultly in providing affordable housing and
larger flatted developments

Enhances the viability and vitality of existing town
centres as a focus for shopping, leisure and
community/cultural activity.

•

Reliance on flatted accommodation in tall
buildings

•

The potential to increase levels of housing
delivery in existing town centres and regeneration

•
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Option

4.

Key details

Benefits

Development is largely focused in: Enfield
Town, Edmonton Green, Angel Edmonton,
Meridian Water, Southgate and New
Southgate – and some land in Brimsdown.

•

Supports regeneration and re-use of existing land
and property in the urban area.

•

Protects the Green Belt ensuring boundaries can
endure beyond the plan period

Option 2B: Medium growth in the urban,
employment and some Green Belt areas
Accommodating approximately 25,000 new
homes with a full range of land uses,
including extensive nature recovery and
green and blue infrastructure investment
with growth distributed in the urban area,
employment areas and some release of the
Green Belt for new settlement and urban
extension.

•

Improves access to green and blue infrastructure
by supporting nature recovery

•

Maintains existing settlement boundaries

•

Delivers an increase in housing provision over the
Core Strategy

•

Larger sites enable infrastructure to be delivered
alongside new development

•

Increases the delivery of affordable housing and
smaller units

•

Addresses inequalities

•

Continues to support and facilitate redevelopment
of urban sites and the wider regeneration of urban
sites, particularly existing centres and large
regeneration and renewal projects

•

Promotes sustainable pattern of development
which makes efficient use of historic capital
investment in retail, employment, transport, and
community infrastructure.

•

Enhances the viability and vitality of existing town
centres as a focus for shopping, leisure and
community/cultural activity.

Dis-benefits
areas is constrained by a lack of currently
available sites and the time and costs associated
with the land assembly process.
•

Re-allocation of strategically important
employment land for housing could impact upon
economic growth and job creation, and the
integrity of the industrial estate for other business
users.

•

Difficult to relocate existing employment uses and
remediate former employment land.

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Higher density development within the urban area
may not be viable given high build costs and may
not be in keeping with existing character.

•

Burial needs not met.

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Release of Green Belt sites for a new settlement
and/or urban extension are complex to bring
forward and take longer to deliver as they may
require the provision and forward funding of
critical elements of strategic infrastructure.

•

Co-ordinating the efforts of landowners,
developers and infrastructure providers to ensure
that the ‘whole is greater than the sum of parts’
will require the development of bespoke delivery
arrangements and funding mechanisms.
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Option

Key details

Benefits

Dis-benefits

•

Supports regeneration and re-use of existing land
and property in the urban area.

•

Large scale development can change the
nature/character of the existing settlement.

•

Delivers an increase in housing provision over the
Core Strategy

•

Urban extensions have the most direct impact
upon immediately adjoining communities

•

Larger sites enable infrastructure to be delivered
alongside new development

•

•

Increases the delivery of affordable housing and
smaller units

Re-allocation of strategically important
employment land for housing could impact upon
economic growth and job creation, and the
integrity of the industrial estate for other business
users.

•

Improves access to green and blue infrastructure
by supporting nature recovery

•

Difficult to relocate existing employment uses and
remediate former employment land.

•

Burial needs met

Limited release of Green Belt could:
•

facilitate – a wide range of different housing
needs. This includes the ability to increase the
financial viability of delivering much more
affordable housing and larger properties for
families

•

deliver investment in new community
infrastructure and services, for example, schools,
health facilities, community buildings and
recreation space. This can be achieved through a
combination of investment within the new
development and in existing facilities in the
established settlement, especially those that have
suffered from a lack of investment or lack
capacity to meet existing needs. Delivery
alongside existing or proposed employment
locations, town or local centres and key public
transport hubs means less need to travel to meet
daily needs.
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Option

5.

Key details

Benefits
•

can support the regeneration of existing urban
areas.

•

can achieve growth at a scale where the enlarged
population can make a significant difference to
the function and vitality of the whole place, old
and new. Services and facilities which may be
struggling to remain viable, from shops and buses
to sports clubs and community groups, benefit
from a sizable influx of population.

•

smaller number of larger Green Belt releases
makes it easier to preserve the integrity of the
Green Belt at a strategic level and focus on its
primary purpose

Option 2C: Medium growth in the urban
and Green Belt areas

•

Would meet the required housing need that must
be planned for and mix of housing types

Accommodate 25,000 new homes
amending the Green Belt boundaries.
Growth is largely focused in the seven
urban placemaking areas and the two rural
placemaking areas.

•

Continues to support and facilitate redevelopment
of urban sites and the wider regeneration of urban
sites, particularly existing centres and large
regeneration and renewal projects

A zoning approach is taken to most of the
rural areas to facilitate development of
multi-layered mosaic of sustainable rural
land uses and creation of National Park city
designation area.

•

Promotes sustainable pattern of development
which makes efficient use of historic capital
investment in retail, employment, transport, and
community infrastructure.

•

Enhances the viability and vitality of existing town
centres as a focus for shopping, leisure and
community/cultural activity.

•

Supports regeneration and re-use of existing land
and property in the urban area.

•

Delivers an increase in housing provision over the
Core Strategy

Dis-benefits

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Requires the release of Green Belt

•

Risk could be found unsound
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Option

6.

Key details

Option 2D: Medium growth in the urban
area only

Benefits
•

Larger sites enable infrastructure to be delivered
alongside new development

•

Increases the delivery of affordable housing and
smaller units

•

Would provide additional capacity through the
selective development of a small number of
Green Belt sites for employment-related use,
alongside maximising the potential of urban sites;
would allow the Borough to meet almost all its
anticipated needs for industry and logistics

•

Burial needs are met in full through the
identification of two sites in the rural parts of the
Borough: Sloemans Farm and Church Street
Recreation Ground

•

Supports the development of first class, publicly
accessible strategic sport and leisure facilities to
meet the needs of the growing population through
the identification of two sites: Tottenham
Hotspurs’ training centre and Picketts Lock/Lee
Valley Leisure Centre

•

Improves access to green and blue infrastructure
by supporting nature recovery at scale and
improves and enhances access to rural areas

•

Protects the maintains the employment areas
designated as SIL and LSIS with positive
enhancements

•

Continues to support and facilitate redevelopment
of urban sites and the wider regeneration of urban
sites, particularly existing centres and large
regeneration and renewal projects

Dis-benefits

•

Limited number of appropriate sites in the urban
area, which creates a significant risk to the
deliverability of addressing the Borough’s housing
crisis and needs.
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Option

Key details

Benefits

Dis-benefits

•

Promotes sustainable pattern of development
which makes efficient use of historic capital
investment in retail, employment, transport, and
community infrastructure.

•

Could affect development viability and the
delivery of affordable housing due to the
increased costs associated with high density
development.

•

Enhances the viability and vitality of existing town
centres as a focus for shopping, leisure and
community/cultural activity.

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Supports regeneration and re-use of existing land
and property in the urban area.

•

Places pressure on those areas that have
historically taken most development

•

Delivers an increase in housing provision over the
Core Strategy

•

Will not deliver the desired mix of housing,
resulting in limited provision for family properties
and affordable housing.

•

Other land uses partially or not met

•

Only 50% of the Borough’s employment needs
are met, meaning that not enough space for will
be provided for businesses to expand, limiting
economic growth and risk displacing jobs outside
of the Borough. Unmet need will need to be found
for industrial and logistics outside of the Borough.

•

The extension and further intensification of burial
space in the urban area is unlikely to be feasible
to meet the identified need – meaning that local
provision would be rapidly exhausted and
increased reliance placed on independent
denominational provision; and increased reliance
on using burial spaces in neighbouring authorities
resulting in higher costs to residents. From earlier
engagement with stakeholders, it was clear that
people generally preferred to be buried within
their local area.
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Option

7.

Key details

Benefits

Dis-benefits

Option 3A: High growth in the urban
area only

Very high levels of growth would bring investment and
benefits to the Borough.

•

Contrary to the London Plan and Secretary of
State’s directions

•

Would result in very high density development
and tall buildings in the urban area resulting in
significant change to the borough’s character

•

Likely to exceed environmental capacity

•

Would not deliver the mix of housing types
needed.

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

•

Contrary to the London Plan and Secretary of
State’s directions

•

Would require SIL release at scale

•

Would result in very high density development
and tall buildings in the urban area resulting in
significant change to the borough’s character

•

would not deliver the mix of housing types
needed.

•

Likely to exceed environmental capacity

•

It would also require significant use of SILs
contrary to London Plan policy.

•

Changing character due to increased urbanisation
of residential areas as a result of high density
development.

This option accommodates 55,000 homes
with development focused in the urban
area only

8.

Option 3B: High growth in the urban
area and employment areas only

Very high levels of growth would bring investment and
benefits to the Borough.
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Option

9.

Key details

Benefits

Dis-benefits

Option 3C: High growth

Very high levels of growth would bring investment and
benefits to the Borough.

•

Would esult in very high density development and
tall buildings in the urban area resulting in
significant change to the borough’s character

•

Would not deliver the mix of housing types
needed.

•

Likely to exceed environmental capacity

•

It would also require significant use of SILs and
Green Belt release contrary to London Plan policy
and the NPPF

•

Contrary to the London Plan and Secretary of
State’s directions

•

Would result in very high density development
and tall buildings in the urban area resulting in
significant change to the borough’s character

•

Would not deliver the mix of housing types
needed.

•

Likely to exceed environmental capacity

•

It would also require significant Green Belt
release contrary to the NPPF.

•

Whilst growth impacts would be limited, the
benefits associated with growth such as
contributions towards improving access to open
space, health care and transport would be very
limited, leading to further decline of social and
physical infrastructure

Similar to options 3B and C, this is
widespread growth across the Borough
including the urban area, employment
areas and the Green Belt.

10.

Option 3D: High growth

Very high levels of growth would bring investment and
benefits to the Borough.

Similar to Option 3A, growth is focused in
the urban area and Green Belt

11.

Option 4: seeking to accommodate
most growth outside the Borough

•

Limited growth impacts on the Borough the
character remains the same
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Option

12.

13.

Key details

Option 5: seeking to accommodate
most of the development in the
urban area to the east of the A10

Option 6: seeking to accommodate
majority of development in the
urban area to the west of the A10

Benefits

•

•

Limited impacts in the urban area west of the
A10, maintaining the existing character

Limited impacts in the urban area east of the A10,
maintaining the existing character

Dis-benefits
•

none of the neighbouring authorities were willing
to take Enfield’s housing and other land use
requirements

•

the Borough would be likely to suffer decline or
stagnation and be unable to lever in investment
and infrastructure improvements etc

•

Would result in very high-density development
and tall buildings in the urban area east of the
A10

•

Would not meet the housing need or deliver the
mix of housing types needed.

•

Would also require significant use of SILs to
accommodate growth contrary to London Plan
policy.

•

It would not be able to address inequality and
east/west imbalances and there could be
stagnation of western areas in the borough.

•

would result in very high-density development
and tall buildings in the urban area west of the
A10

•

would not meet the housing need or deliver the
mix of housing types needed.

•

It would not be able to address inequality and
east/west imbalances and there could be
stagnation of western areas in the borough.
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Rejecting Reasonable Alternatives
5.6

This section of the topic paper explains what other spatial and growth options the
Council considers to be reasonable alternatives and why they have been rejected. One
of the tests of ‘soundness’ for Local Plans identified by identified by the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (paragraph 35b)) is that it is ‘justified’ in terms of
having considered reasonable alternatives. Furthermore, in terms of looking at
exceptional circumstances for releasing land from the Green Belt, the NPPF
(paragraph 137) expects Local Planning Authorities to demonstrate that they have fully
examined all other reasonable options for meeting its identified need for development.

5.7

During preparation of the draft ELP a number of growth and spatial options where
rejected at an early stage, including:

5.8

•

Do nothing – continuing with the current housing target of 798 homes per year;

•

Options 3A to 3D – A growth level above the upper Government figure of
4,000 plus homes per year

•

New settlement and urban extension only

•

Option 4: Exporting growth to another Borough

•

Use of greenfield before brownfield land

•

Significant expansion in the Green Belt.

The reasons for rejecting these options are explored in summary below. In assessing
other potential approaches to accommodating housing, employment and other
development needs, this has helped the Council narrow down its approach. The
preferred strategy is set out from paragraph 5.7 onwards.

Do nothing – continuing with the current housing target of 798 homes per year
5.9

The spatial strategy underpinning the Core Strategy seeks to within the existing urban
area in order to maximise the use of brownfield land and promote a sustainable pattern
of development, which makes an efficient use of retail, employment, transport, and
community infrastructure. However, continuing with this approach without looking for
additional growth options to accommodate Enfield’s future development needs could
lead to the following adverse impacts for the Borough and its residents:
•

Enfield’s current rolling 5-year land supply places the Council at risk of Government
intervention or sanction under the proposed Housing Delivery Test;

•

Under the presumption in favour of ‘sustainable development’, planning permissions
for development could be granted on appeal, leading to uncontrolled and sporadic
development in the Green Belt against the wishes of the local community. This
eventuality could also severely undermine the ability of the Council to plan for and
deliver transformational change;

•

The viability of many sites in the urban area for housing is constrained by their small
size, high build costs and the economic values that can be achieved for other uses
including retail and logistics related employment;

•

The limited number of new homes that could be delivered under the current approach
would fundamentally undermine economic growth in Enfield, and potentially lead to
increased levels of in-commuting and congestion on local roads, or the loss of future
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investment due to a lack of high quality and affordable housing for the future
workforce;
•

The limited viability of sites in the urban area means that developer contributions for
affordable housing and the provision of new community facilities will be difficult to
achieve and deliver;

•

Additional housing development in the urban area could increase the strain on
existing community facilities (schools and health) where there is already limited
physical scope and capacity to meet existing needs; and

•

Further development would increase transport movements within an already highly
congested urban area leading to poorer air quality and adverse impacts on economic
performance as journey time reliability declines.

5.10 For the reasons set out above, continuing with the current spatial strategy alone is not
considered a realistic or viable option. To do so would lead to the production of a Local
Plan which would ultimately be found unsound by an Inspector at Examination.
Moreover, it would also constrain the future growth of the Borough and miss the
significant opportunities to make Enfield a vibrant, exciting and economically
successful place in London and the UK in which to live, work, and invest.
Baseline growth – continuing the London Plan target of 1,246 homes per year up to
2029 and then delivering around 500 homes per year up to 2039
5.11 As explained earlier in this chapter, the Council has actively explored the possibility of
accommodating lower growth levels. This could be the starting point for the Borough
given the many high level planning and environmental constraints it faces. Equally, this
would also run counter to the NPPF’s expectation set out in paragraph 59:
support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of
homes, it is important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward
where it is needed, that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are
addressed and that land with permission is developed without unnecessary delay. And
that they make sufficient provision for their development needs, infrastructure and
community facilities.
5.12 Baseline growth would be spatially less difficult to bring forward. In addition, lower
levels of growth can be accommodated much more easily in the urban area and would
place less strain on the capacity of local infrastructure.
5.13 However, the NPPF (paragraph 35a)) expects Boroughs to plan for the level of
development that the evidence-base has identified if a Local Plan is to be “positively
prepared” and ultimately found “sound”. In respect of housing, the Council would have
to likely continue to accept further rises in house prices, a reduction in the supply of
affordable homes and a steadily worsening affordability gap, and more limited
opportunities to secure necessary physical and community infrastructure.
5.14 Reduced growth levels have economic implications for the local economy in terms of
the ability of employers to recruit and retain key staff. A shortage of housing would only
increase levels of in-commuting and hamper economic growth.
5.15 Whilst acknowledging the challenges, the Council is committed to working with the
wider benefits of growth as reflected in the ELP. It would tackle local affordable
housing issues, deliver regeneration of our towns, bring forward necessary
infrastructure, and would put us in a better position to secure national funding in
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support of growth and its delivery. Many other uses would not be accommodated
including nature recovery and improvements to rural areas.
5.16 Therefore, options 1A and 1B under the baseline growth options were rejected.
Locating growth only in the rural areas
5.17 As explained earlier, Enfield has an extensive area of countryside covered by the
Green Belt designation. The historic approach has always been to maintain the
existing character of the countryside while allowing limited opportunities for new
development.
5.18 This option considered locating all development in the rural areas with no further
development in urban locations. This option was not considered sustainable.
5.19 In reality, the countryside supports a larger number of uses, but generally lacks local
infrastructure. While modest levels of growth in these locations may bring some
advantages, the Council does not consider that this option alone outweighs these
concerns. As such, the rural parts of the Borough alone should not accommodate
much development beyond meeting local needs.
5.20 This option would not see any development in the urban areas, does not promote a
sustainable pattern of development, nor does it support regeneration and re-use of
existing land in the urban area, and no improvements to green and blue infrastructure.
5.21 In summary, the Council does not consider that directing all of the Borough’s future
development to the rural areas is sustainable, desirable or necessarily deliverable. We
do not consider that this would be a sustainable approach and would therefore not be
in conformity with the policies contained within the NPPF. This option was rejected.
All development in new settlements and urban extensions
5.22 This option proposes placing all the plan period required development in new
settlements and/or urban extensions.
5.23 This option was rejected on the basis that the Council was unable to identify sufficient
locations within the green belt to accommodate all of the proposed growth needs. It
would be an unsustainable approach making it difficult to facilitate environmental
enhancements, regeneration and improved blue green access in urban areas. It would
also place unacceptable pressures on the remaining rural environments and be difficult
to support in environmental capacity terms. Furthermore, land ownership issues
would be likely to make land assembly difficult and would be almost impossible to
deliver such a scale of development with the associated required infrastructure in the
plan period, let alone meet the 5 year housing land supply target.
Other options considered
5.24 Turning to the other options considered in table 5.1.
Option 2A: Medium growth in the urban area and employment areas
5.25 There are limited appropriate sites in the urban area and the potential to increase
levels of housing delivery in existing town centres and regeneration areas is
constrained by a lack of currently available sites and the time and costs associated
with the land assembly process. This option would require the release of designated
and non-designated employment land for non-employment uses, meaning that the
Borough would need to reallocated strategically important employment elsewhere in
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the Borough and/or ask neighbouring authorities to accommodate the Borough’s
needs. Burial needs are not met. This option was rejected.
Option 2B: Medium growth in the urban area, employment areas and some Green Belt
areas
5.26 Similar to the above, this would require the release of designated and non-designated
employment land for non-employment uses, meaning that the Borough would need to
reallocated strategically important employment elsewhere in the Borough and/or ask
neighbouring authorities to accommodate the Borough’s needs. This option was
rejected.
Option 2D: Medium growth in the urban area only
5.27 Similar to option 2A, are limited appropriate sites in the urban area and the potential to
increase levels of housing delivery in existing town centres and regeneration areas is
constrained by a lack of currently available sites and the time and costs associated
with the land assembly process. Focusing growth just in the urban area character
would lead to increased urbanisation of residential areas as a result of high density
development. Places pressure on those areas that have historically taken most
development. Additionally, development viability and the delivery of affordable housing
due to the increased costs associated with high density development is affected,
meaning this option is unable to deliver the mix of housing, resulting in limited
provision for family properties and affordable housing.
5.28 Under this option, only 50% of the Borough’s employment needs are met, meaning
that not enough space for will be provided for businesses to expand, limiting economic
growth and risk displacing jobs outside of the Borough. Unmet need will need to be
found for industrial and logistics outside of the Borough.
5.29 Burial needs are not met either. The extension and further intensification of burial
space in the urban area is unlikely to be feasible to meet the identified need – meaning
that local provision would be rapidly exhausted and increased reliance placed on
independent denominational provision; and increased reliance on using burial spaces
in neighbouring authorities resulting in higher costs to residents. From earlier
engagement with stakeholders, it was clear that people generally preferred to be
buried within their local area.
5.30 Option 2D was rejected.
Options 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D
5.31 Each alternative under option 3 was rejected as there could be disproportionate social
and environmental effects in the Borough.
Option 4: Exporting growth to another Borough
5.32 As referred to above and bearing in mind Enfield is subject to a number of key Green
Belt, environmental and landscape constraints, the Council is committed to meeting as
much of its development needs as it can within its own boundaries in accordance with
national guidance. However, we have felt it prudent to also explore whether this could
be met by adjoining authorities across the broader housing market area (and beyond)
as part of Duty to Cooperate discussions. Equally, we have had reciprocal discussions
with these Councils
5.33 In reality, our on-going engagement with neighbouring and nearby local authorities
reveal that they too are constrained in their ability to accommodate their own and
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potentially others growth, especially as a result of having to tackle higher housing
needs signalled since the introduction of the national standard method. Furthermore, it
is unlikely that we would have been able to secure sufficient support to avoid the need
for at least some additional growth in the borough. This option was rejected.
Option 5: Seeking to accommodate most development in the urban area to the east of
the A10
5.34 This option was also rejected as it would result in very high-density development and
tall buildings in the urban area east of the A10 and would not meet the housing need
or deliver the mix of housing types needed. It would also require significant use of SILs
to accommodate growth contrary to London Plan policy. It would not be able to
address inequality and east/west imbalances and there could be stagnation of western
areas in the borough. Option 5 was rejected.
Option 6: Seeking to accommodate most development in the urban area to the west of
the A10
5.35 Similar to option 5, would result in very high-density development and tall buildings in
the urban area west of the A10 would not meet the housing need or deliver the mix of
housing types needed. It would not be able to address inequality and east/west
imbalances and there could be stagnation of western areas in the borough. Option 6
was rejected.
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6. What is our preferred strategy?
6.1

Ultimately, the spatial distribution of development in the ELP for growth is a function of
a number of often inter-linked factors. These factors are set out in earlier chapters and
have led the Council to a preferred development strategy. We believe our approach
results in a balanced and proportionate distribution, achieves sustainable development
and addresses our local strategic priorities. It takes into account a range of alternatives
at both the strategic level and site-specific level (see Housing Topic Paper). The
Council’s spatial strategy approach is being tested through the consultation on the
draft ELP process and can be refined further before the Council makes final decisions
on an agreed approach to accommodating growth.

6.2

The Council’s preferred spatial strategy is based on Option 2C set out in Table 5.1
and in Figure 6.1. Option 2C continues to support and facilitate redevelopment of
urban sites and the wider regeneration of urban sites, particularly existing centres and
large regeneration and renewal projects. It promotes sustainable pattern of
development which makes efficient use of historic capital investment in retail,
employment, transport, and community infrastructure whilst enhancing the viability and
vitality of existing town centres as a focus for shopping, leisure and community/cultural
activity.

Figure 6.1: The proposed key diagram
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6.3 Option 2C supports regeneration and re-use of existing land and property in the urban
area first. It meets the required housing need that must be planned for and mix of
housing types and delivers an increase in housing provision over the Core Strategy. It
would provide additional capacity through the selective development of a small number
of Green Belt sites for employment-related use, alongside maximising the potential of
urban sites; would allow the Borough to meet almost all its anticipated needs for industry
and logistics.
6.4

Burial needs are met in full through the identification of two sites in the rural parts of
the Borough: Sloemans Farm and Church Street Recreation Ground.

6.5

Sport, open space and recreational needs are met through the provision of first class,
publicly accessible strategic sport and leisure facilities to meet the needs of the
growing population through the identification of two sites: Tottenham Hotspurs’ training
centre and Picketts Lock/Lee Valley Leisure Centre.

6.6

The spread of growth allows improvements to be made to access to green and blue
infrastructure by supporting nature recovery at scale and improves and enhances
access to rural areas.

6.7

This option strengthens Enfield’s economic role as a Borough to provide more
industrial and logistic capacity by protecting and maintaining the employment areas
designated as SIL and LSIS and through extension of SIL areas at Southbury and the
identification of new sites in the rural areas. It also provides for transformative change
to the quality of the working environments in SIL areas with environmental
enhancements and improved design.

6.8

Option 2C sets out a limited number of sites to be released from the Green Belt It
takes into account:

6.9

•

Meeting our development needs

•

Delivery of the necessary scale of infrastructure

•

The environmental and planning constraints of the Borough, including
extensive NPPF paragraph 14 ‘footnote’ 9 constraints; and

•

The broad sustainability of locations for development in terms of the nature and
scale of services and facilities.

The ELP highlights the importance of delivering housing and fostering economic
growth, but also the critical importance of both placemaking and local infrastructure
delivery to ensure that growth is genuinely sustainable.

6.10 The Borough faces a complex and difficult choices in relation to its approach to the
spatial distribution of growth. Option 2C is considered to deliver the vision and
strategic objectives, corporate priorities whilst also providing for an ambitious
programme of development and allowing a visionary long-term approach to the
delivery of environmental, economic and social enhancements across the Borough. It
also provides significant enhancements to nature through urban greening, creation of a
rural destination in the London’s National Park City and significant improvements to
access blue and green infrastructure.
6.11 The approach directs new growth required to sites in existing settlements, strategic
areas in the Green Belt and a limited number of sites which will be released from the
Green Belt due to the exceptional circumstances identified in the ELP. Option 2C
pursues the more intensive use of urban land, particularly around the seven
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placemaking areas identified in policies PL1-7 in the ELP. It also allows for
employment needs to be met through intensification of existing industrial areas
designated as SIL and LSIS, a small extension of SIL and new sites in the urban and
rural locations. A new logistics hub close to Junction 24 of the M25 will provide for a
significant amount of the Borough’s employment needs in the plan period.
6.12 As stated in the IIA, in addition to Option 2C, the ELP provides strong policy
direction on the full range of local planning issues across the Borough, i.e.
addressing the Borough’s response to climate change, improving the
environmental quality and social inclusivity of the Borough, creating healthier
communities, planning for sustainable travel and connectivity, and seeking to
reduce disparities between the east and west of the Borough. The proposed
policies in the Main Issues and Preferred Approaches document have the potential to
generate new significant positive changes for the Borough across the range of
sustainability issues tested in the IIA process. This option is also anticipated to provide
the largest benefit to the economy of the Borough, and provide the largest quantity of
affordable housing. The positive cumulative effects are set out in Chapter 7 of the IIA.
6.13 The Council considers that it has followed sound and sustainable principles in
narrowing down the preferred strategy. It also fulfils a number of the locational
principles established in the earlier Issues and Options (2018/19). In particular, the
advancement of the Plan will:
•

Deliver a strong network of sustainable patterns of growth across the Borough

•

Directs most new homes to the core areas of the Borough as the most
sustainable locations for new development

•

Provides for enhancement and improvements to the rural areas of the Borough

•

Seeks to promote sustainable patterns of travel

•

Ensures most residents live reasonably close to a centre with a reasonable
level of services

•

Provides for a choice of housing locations, allows for a range of development
scales and ensures a more even rate of housing supply can be sustained

•

Optimises opportunities for urban capacity

•

Where appropriate, concentrates development to achieve economies of scale/
critical mass to deliver an appropriate scale of infrastructure.

•

Avoids areas with environmental constraints such as areas of high flood risk.

6.14 The mixed development strategy set out in Option 2C performs well as an approach it
takes into satisfying a mix of uses generated by the area, achieving sustainable
development and ensuring a focus on delivery.
6.15 The preferred strategy is based on meeting the Borough’s development needs. The
Council has concluded that, on balance, this is the most appropriate approach in
accordance with national requirements, while recognising that it raises a number of
significant challenges for the Borough. Not meeting its housing and other needs could
result in:
•

the Plan being found unsound and the loss control over unwanted, speculative
schemes and its ability to protect areas from development;
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•

losing opportunities to properly plan for and coordinate essential infrastructure,
community facilities, and affordable homes; and

•

increasing in-commuting, worsening housing affordability, and economic
growth hampered by a shortage of housing

6.16 The level of growth is such that the Borough has had to rely on limited areas of the
Green Belt to meet development needs, particularly if housing needs are to be met in
full. This has resulted in the strategy directing growth in Crews Hill (an existing
settlement) and Chase Park as an extended area of Enfield Chase; a new burial and
memorial ground with associated facilities at Sloemans Farm for natural burials; and
three sites for employment related uses. Whilst in Green Belt, these locations still
support a pattern of planned and sustainable growth that offer opportunities for
mitigation and compensatory improvements.
6.17 As encouraged by national planning, the Council has actively sought opportunities to
promote urban capacity as a key component of its development strategy. It constitutes
nearly 70% of the housing programme to the consultation draft Local Plan. While this
will lessen the impact on the Green Belt, some release is still required around Crews
Hill, Chase Park and smaller sites if the Borough is to meet development needs in full.
6.18 The conclusion reached was that although the Council could plan for limited
development on urban sites, higher levels of development would support economic
growth of the Borough and help secure investment in infrastructure projects, including
new schools, highway improvements and open space, because of the additional
funding and land available. In addition, pursuing a spatial strategy based on Option 2C
allows a greater mix and type of housing to be delivered across the Borough, including
affordable homes and family housing in addition to the higher density development
anticipated in urban locations. The housing need arising from the Borough would be
met, supporting sustainable patterns of growth and reducing the need for existing
residents to move outside the Borough when seeking to up or downsize. It would also
allow those growing up in the Borough to have a better chance of staying here.
6.19 The evidence and ongoing engagement with key stakeholders to date have highlighted
that there are no fundamental ‘showstoppers’ in terms of infrastructure or other
constraints that cannot be resolved in meeting this scale and distribution of growth,
albeit our approach to education and transport needs further refining. This level of
growth is able to support the delivery of a range of scales of local and town-wide
infrastructure to offset much of its impact.
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6.20 The preferred strategy achieves a broad balance and proportionate distribution of
growth across the Borough focused on ten placemaking areas. This is summarised in
Table 6.1.
Placemaking area

No. of homes (per unit)

Enfield Town
Southbury
Edmonton Green
Angel Edmonton
Meridian Water
Southgate
New Southgate
Rural parts of Enfield
Crews Hill
Chase Park
Rest of the Borough
Total

1,238
4,320
1,445
1,883
5,000
488
595
430
3,000
3,062
2,105
23,566

Employment floorspace
(sq.m)
25,395

21,645

122,310
3,250
36,247
208,847

Table 6.1: Proposed distribution of development by placemaking areas

Growth locations
6.21 To accommodate the Option 2C strategic growth strategy ten place making areas have
been identified, with seven centred on the main urban areas of the Borough: Enfield
Town, Southbury, Edmonton Green, Angel Edmonton, Meridian Water, Southgate and
New Southgate. Taken together, these areas will provide the majority of the
development proposed on allocated sites in the ELP.
Enfield Town, Southbury, Edmonton Green and Angel Edmonton
6.22 As the most sustainable locations in the Borough, Enfield Town, Southbury,
Edmonton Green, Angel Edmonton, Southgate and New Southgate will continue to be
the focus for significant growth and investment. These placemaking areas have the
ability to deliver the majority of the Borough’s housing and some of employment
needs. They are large areas with the fullest range of services and facilities, and are
least affected by major planning and environmental constraints. Enfield Town and
Southbury are of sufficient scales to offer greater opportunities to make effective use of
urban land, and to deliver a package of sustainable transport measures and key
infrastructure.
6.23 Growth will be delivered through a number of existing and new urban allocations. Land
will be optimised and densities significantly increased in opportunity areas and through
targeted regeneration of key sites/key transport hubs close to the town centres and
areas around stations.
Meridian Water
6.24 Around 5,000 new homes are proposed to be delivered over the plan period through
this new flagship scheme in the south-eastern part of the Borough. Land to the east of
the River Lee is safeguarded for future development after 2039 and is anticipated to
bring forward a further 5,000 homes as part of a mixed use scheme. This safeguarded
land is justified given the scale and complexity of the growth having to de-designate
SIL, long lead-in times in delivery, and the timing of critical infrastructure. It will ensure
the long-term and comprehensive planning of this regeneration area and its
contribution to transformational changes and renewal. Mechanisms are in place to
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ensure the governance, programming and comprehensive delivery of the development
in this location.
Southgate and New Southgate
6.25 The Council believes it is important that opportunities for growth are spread across the
borough, including to the western parts of the Borough. This will assist in maintaining
and enhancing the range of existing services and facilities there, as well as potentially
delivering modest levels of new infrastructure.
Rural Enfield – Approach to areas outside of the urban locations
6.26 Growth will be complemented by the release of Green Belt land to the north and west
of the Borough. It will be a major driver for significant change in Enfield. This growth
will provide a further catalyst for transformational change, build on its existing
economic and locational strengths. It will take forward the Council’s ambitions to
transform the Borough into a leading destination in London’s National Park City.
6.27 Approximately 6,000 homes are proposed to be delivered through at Crews Hill and
Chase Park. When considered holistically, a number of sites in Crews Hill and Chase
Park together provide the opportunity to establish high quality green corridors through
and between developments, including links to adjacent open spaces. Other sites have
been identified that will come forward for development during the plan period outside
of the urban locations. As growth is centred in the urban areas and a smaller extent to
the north of the Borough, other sites individually make a smaller contribution to
housing supply.
6.28 Small sites and smaller housing developments, and sites on the edges of the urban
area such as land opposite Enfield Crematorium and land between Camlet Way and
Crescent West supports a continuation of town-wide transformational changes and
renewal.
6.29 As established earlier, the countryside is not an appropriate location to meet all of the
Borough’s housing and other development needs. Furthermore, there are practical
delivery issues in delivering large-scale growth options there.
6.30 Directing development away from the countryside will protect the character and value
of important landscapes, heritage and biodiversity. The strategy also takes into
account the sensitivities of the countryside by the careful location of growth areas –
see site selection process in the Housing Topic Paper.
6.31 However, the preferred strategy does anticipate some specific and very limited role for
planned development in the countryside. The strategy envisages limited extensions to
the north east and west of the Borough, which includes land to the east of Junction 24
of the M25 and north west of Innova Park to deliver employment growth and
investment. Land to the east of Junction 24 will be achieved across the border with
Hertsmere and the London Borough of Barnet. Some additional employment needs
can also be met in the urban areas. Both locations would benefit from the proximity to
the strategic road network. New floorspace will help to provide for a range and choice
of sites for business.
6.32 While the Borough does have good connections to the strategic road network and level
of public transport provision, it does suffer from high levels of peak-time congestion,
particularly the road network serving movements in the main employment locations
towards the east of the Borough. Therefore, large scale transport interventions will be
necessary to support higher levels of growth, especially the delivery of a suite of
sustainable transport measures. This would also include the delivery of a number of
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linked sustainable transport corridors across the Borough, improvements to the
network of pedestrian and cycle routes and an upgraded mainline railway.
6.33 Chapter 7 explains the appropriateness of using employment land either designated
or non-designated for non-employment uses. Chapter 8 explains the importance of
Green Belt constraints in developing the preferred strategy.
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7. Appropriateness of using Strategic Industrial Land (SIL) to
accommodate growth from non-employment land uses
7.1

7.2

As discussed in Section 4, the Council considered the potential release of SIL and
LSIS for non-employment uses after it had considered urban/brownfield land first
approach and asking duty to cooperate partners to meet the Borough’s unmet needs.
Against the background of evidence 14, the Council has concluded that there is a need
to provide additional capacity in terms of floorspace and that no land should be
released from employment to non-employment uses. Further detail is set out in the
Employment Topic Paper (LBE) 2021. In summary, the Council’s assessment of need
is summarised as follows:
•

251,505 sqm of net additional industrial floorspace, and

•

37,030 sqm of net additional office floorspace

In response to a positive need for more industrial and office space the Council has
looked to maximise the use of brownfield land where possible. However; it is unlikely
that Enfield can meet its needs from only brownfield land.

Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL)
7.3

Much of Enfield’s industrial land is protected by a London Plan designation of
“strategic industrial land” – strategically important to London and protected from
conversion to other uses. In national planning policy, a Local Plan should allocate
sufficient land and area for identified industrial need. For Enfield this has been
assessed at an additional 56 ha beyond current industrial and employment land.
Looking at this in context, 56ha is equivalent to 11x the size of Enfield Town Park.

7.4

It is important that the Draft Local Plan seeks to meet our needs in full. Both to provide
jobs for existing and future residents but also to secure a supply of land and floorspace
for business to grow and prosper. This does place Enfield in a difficult position – the
Borough must plan for both housing and industry while protecting industrial land and
the Green Belt.

7.5

Based on evidence, current industrial use patterns, and industry suggestions in the call
for sites response, the draft ELP identifies areas for new industrial and employment
activity. It also identifies areas where intensification of industrial land could happen.

7.6

Release of Green Belt for housing is proposed because it is assessed as more
deliverable and viable in the plan period and it provides a greater mix of housing need
across the plan period. It provides family homes which are much needed. However,
the consideration of releasing SIL for non-employment uses would harm the Borough’s
industrial economy and it would need to find further land for industry – this is likely to
be in the Green Belt.

14

Employment Land Review (2018), Functional Market Area Assessment (2020), Industrial
Intensification (2020) and Housing and Economic Availability assessment (2021) https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-base/
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7.7

The 2021 Regulation 18 consultation includes an option where elements of Enfield’s
industrial land are transformed to provide housing – such as Harbet Road and
Brimsdown. However, this option is not put forward as the preferred option as delivery
of this housing is not certain and could only be delivered much later in the plan period
i.e. in the mid 2030s and beyond. It also is likely to require some Green Belt release
for employment land. In addition, the amount of housing that could be provided on
these sites during the plan period would not be sufficient to meet the Borough’s
housing requirement under the medium growth option of 25,000 homes.

7.8

If the Borough considers the release of SIL for residential development is not the right
kind of development to promote – new homes will be adjacent to industrial uses and
impact on the rest of the estate. The Council considers It is better to have good new
homes adjacent to existing homes.

Meridian Water, the East Bank – land to the east of the River Lee
6.1

Much of Enfield’s industrial land, including the eastern bank of Meridian Water, is
protected by a London Plan designation of “strategic industrial land” – strategically
important to London and protected in policy. The draft ELP includes policies to support
intensification of industrial land and allocates new land for additional industrial uses;
the Plan is required to do this to meet our employment needs.

6.2

The ELP identifies Meridian Water as a strategic and key area for mixed use
development through the plan period to 2039 and beyond. It identifies land west of the
River Lee for development to 2039 and it considers that beyond 2039, the east bank of
the Meridian Water area should be redeveloped with a mixture of uses – in keeping
with the area’s development as a new town centre for Enfield with 10,000 homes and
6,000 jobs.

6.3

Meridian Water is a 25 to 35-year project with a completion date of 2045 to 2055 in the
programme currently adopted by the Council’s Cabinet. The programme and
masterplan principles adopted by Cabinet start in the western side of the site, with
Meridian One and Meridian Two near the station, before proceeding to Meridian Four
which is east of IKEA and west of the River Lee.

6.4

The SIL on the east bank, (i.e. Harbet Road) is going to be used for industrial activity
for at least the next ten years and possibly longer. East of the river, the Council has
granted 15-year leases to exciting ‘meanwhile” activity such as Building Bloqs and
Trobadour which could be active to 2036. The Council does not have a detailed
programme for delivery post 2036 delivery on the east bank of Meridian Water at this
time, although the stated ambition is for mixed use development across the site.

6.5

If the ELP de-designated the SIL at Meridian Water, it would have to find/substitute the
SIL elsewhere. This would mean 16-18ha would need to be found, which could mean
more Green Belt release. Furthermore, the meanwhile uses on the SIL at Meridian
Water would mean that homes are unlikely to be built during the plan period.

6.6

The Council is working on firmer plans for the later years at Meridian Water. The draft
ELP consultation provides an opportunity to consider firmer plans from Meridian Water
and other owners of land in the Lee Valley.
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8. Green Belt or Metropolitan Open Land justification
8.1

This section sets out the Council’s approach to the Green Belt and includes an
overview of work undertaken so far. This section aims to set out the factors that the
Council considers are capable are amounting to ‘exceptional circumstances’ that will
be recommended to the Inspector to justify amendments to the Green Belt boundary.

8.2

As noted previously, 37% of the Borough lies within the extent of the Metropolitan
Green Belt. Figure 8.1 shows the context of the Green Belt within the London and
wider sub-regional area.
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Figure 8.1: Green Belt within the wider context of London, Essex and Hertfordshire 15

15

Source: Stages 1 and 2 Green Belt and Metropolitan Open Land Assessment (LUC) 2021
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Policy context
8.3

8.4

The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. Paragraph 79 of the NPPF
states that the fundamental aim of which is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land
permanently open; the essential characteristics of Green Belt are their openness and
their permanence. Green Belt serves five purposes:
•

to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas;

•

to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another;

•

to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment;

•

to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and

•

to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and
other urban land 16.

The Planning Practice Guidance provides additional guidance, as part of the question
‘Do local planning authorities have to meet in full housing needs identified in needs
assessments?’

Local authorities should prepare a Strategic Housing Market Assessment to assess their full
housing needs. However, assessing need is just the first stage in developing a Local Plan.
Once need has been assessed, the local planning authority should prepare a Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment to establish realistic assumptions about the
availability, suitability and the likely economic viability of land to meet the identified need for
housing over the plan period, and in so doing take account of any constraints such as Green
Belt, which indicate that development should be restricted and which may restrain the ability
of an authority to meet its need 17.

Government White Papers
8.5

White papers are documents produced by the Government that sets out their
proposals for future legislation. These various papers are published by the
Government for a period of public consultation. Once the consultation is complete they
usually are then translated into a bill which is formally presented to Parliament. In the
last few years the Government has produced a number of papers which they have
consulted upon two of which are relevant to the topic of Green Belt.

The Housing White Paper – Fixing our broken housing market (February 2017)
8.6

The 2017 Housing White Paper has reinforced the government’s commitment to
protecting the Green Belt. This reiterates the NPPF in that Green Belt boundaries
should only be amended in exceptional circumstances when all other reasonable
options for meeting identified development requirements have been examined fully,
this includes:
•

16
17

Making effective use of suitable brownfield sites and opportunities offered by
estate regeneration;

NPPF paragraph 80
Paragraph: 045 Reference ID: 3-045-20141006
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•

The potential offered by land which is currently underused, including surplus
public sector land where appropriate;

•

Optimising the proposed density of development; and

•

Exploring whether other authorities can help to meet some of the identified
development requirement 18.

8.7

In addition, the Housing White Paper proposes to amend national policy to make it
clear that where land is removed from the Green Belt, local policies should require the
impact to be offset by compensatory improvements to the environmental quality or
accessibility of remaining Green Belt land.

8.8

The Housing White Paper does not constitute new policy, and some of its proposals
are subject to consultation prior to amendments to the NPPF and PPG. However, it
does signal a general direction of travel for further possible amendments to national
policy and guidance.

8.9

Much of this has now been translated into the National Planning Policy Framework of
which the most recent version was published in February 2019. This details the basis
for the justification for determining exceptional circumstances. Therefore, although
Green Belt land has a degree of permanence, local planning authorities should review
Green Belt land as part of its Local Plan preparation and consider redefining
boundaries in order to meet the needs identified in the most sustainable manner.
However, to do this, “exceptional circumstances” must be demonstrated.

The Planning White Paper (2020) – Planning for the future and the revised standard
method calculation through the August 2020 – Changes to the current planning
system consultation
8.10 The Planning White Paper was published for consultation by the MHCLG in August
2020. It was placed on public consultation for a period of 12 weeks. At the time of
writing this topic paper there has been no updates from MHCLG regarding the
consultation and the progression of the White Paper and there has been no summary
of the consultation responses published.
8.11 The Council acknowledges the evolving and ongoing situation with the COVID
pandemic which obviously takes priority within Government at this time. Meanwhile,
this White Paper seeks to introduce a number of planning reforms to the planning
system in England, please note these are only proposals to be aware of and they do
not apply to this current Local Plan consultation that is taking place.
8.12 If these proposals were translated into a draft Bill and passed into law, they would aim
to:
•

Streamline and modernise the planning process

•

Ensure that more land is available for development

•

Improve outcomes on design and sustainability

•

Set clear expectations on what is required on land that is identified for
development

18
Fixing our broken housing market, Department for Communities and Local Government (February
2017)
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•

Reform developer contributions

•

Speed up the Local Plan production for approval within 30 months

•

Add a degree of transparency as to where development would be given
permission in principle.

8.13 The proposed changes which would have the most direct relevance to Green Belt,
Rural Areas and countryside is the proposed introduction of three newly defined
categories. Although it should also be noted that the consultation paper also
references potential alternative options including introducing binary models and limiting
automatic permission in principle as determined by the local planning authority, taking
into account the requirements of National Planning Policy Framework and which would
be subject to the existing development management process. (i.e. the process for
determining planning applications).
8.14 Proposal 1 intends to simplify the role of Local Plans into defining land into three
different categories, these are proposed as follows:
Proposed development
category

Summary definition

Growth areas

Suitable for substantial development, and where outline
approval for development would be automatically
secured for forms and types of development specified
in the Plan.
Sub Areas within Growth Areas for self and custombuild homes, so that more people can build their own
homes.

Renewal areas

Suitable for some development, such as gentle
densification

Protected Areas

Where development is restricted

Table 8.1: Proposal 1 in the Planning White Paper
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8.15 In relation to the proposed changes to the production of future Local Plans Green Belt
that is released from existing Green Belt we envisage would be classified as a Growth
Area or a Renewal Area depending on the proposals for development, the scale of
development and the character and area in which it is located. The remaining Green
Belt would fall within the Protected Areas. ‘Protected Areas’ The detailed definitions
can be found on page 28 and 29 of the White Paper and are also set out in the Table
8.2.
Proposed future
categories

Detailed White Paper definition

Growth area

“suitable for substantial development”- we proposed
the term be defined in policy to remove any debate
about this descriptor. We envisage this category would
include land suitable for comprehensive development,
such as former industrial sites or urban regeneration
sites. It could also include proposals for sites such as
those around universities where opportunities to create
cluster growth-focused businesses. Sites annotated in
the Local Plan for this category would have outline
approval for development (see proposal 5 for more
detail). Areas of flood risk would be excluded from this
category (as would other important constraints), unless
any risk can be fully mitigated.

Renewal Areas Suitable
for Development

This would cover existing built areas where smaller
scale development is appropriate. It could include the
gentle densification and infill of residential areas,
development in town centres, and development in rural
areas that is not annotated as Growth or Protected
areas, such as small sites within or on the edge of
villages. There would be a statutory presumption in
favour of development being granted for uses specified
as being suitable in each area. Local authorities could
continue to consider the case for resisting
inappropriate development of residential gardens

Areas that are Protected
/ Protected Areas

This would include sites and areas which, as a result of
their particular environmental and / or cultural
characteristics, would justify more stringent
development controls to ensure sustainability. This
would include such areas as Green Belt, Conservation
Areas, Local Wildlife Sites, areas of significant flood
risk and important areas of green space. At a smaller
scale it can continue to include gardens in line with
existing policy in the National Planning Policy
Framework. It would also include areas of open
countryside outside of land in Growth or Renewal
areas. Some areas would be defined nationally, others
locally on the basis of national policy, but all would be
annotated in Local Plan maps and clearly signpost the
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relevant development restrictions in the National
Planning Policy Framework.
Table 8.2: Definitions of proposed categories in the Planning White Paper
8.16 At the time of publishing this document the White Paper consultation deadline finished
in October 2020 and it remains unclear as to when and if these reforms will be
progressed and introduced into law or not. The decision has therefore been taken to
continue with the production of the plan under current legislation and make small
amendments which would coincide with the new terminology. However, an element of
future proofing has been introduced into the draft ELP through the Character of Growth
work relating to the urban areas and the development of a mosaic policy (‘type of
zoning’) approach to all of the rural areas of the borough.

The Green Belt in Enfield
8.17 In accordance with the NPPF, the ELP is proposing a spatial strategy that
concentrates development in existing built up areas and utilises previously developed
land19. This allows continued protection of the Metropolitan Green Belt that was first
established in the 1950s and the 1960s. As part of the Development Management
Plan the Borough made a small number of minor adjustment (2013) to provide more
rational and defensible boundaries.
8.18 To respond to the challenges faced, the Council has undertaken a Green Belt and
Metropolitan Open Land Assessment that considers how land within the Borough
contributes to the purposes of the Green Belt as defined in the NPPF. This study has
been used alongside other technical work to inform policy choices through the plan
making process. It is therefore important to recognise that these studies are not
decision making documents, but have informed the decision making process.
8.19 The findings of the studies are available:
https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/planning/evidence-

Green Belt approach
8.20 The approach to the Green Belt has formed a key component of the ELP as it has
progressed. The spatial strategy and sites allocations proposed in the ELP have been
prepared through several rounds of consultation that have been undertaken over a
number of years.
8.21 Following the publication of Enfield’s Strategic Housing Market Assessment in 2015
and Local Housing Needs Assessment in 2020 significant work was undertaken to
support the ELP’s spatial strategy through a further round of call for sites. This led to
the publication of a Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment which informed
the draft Enfield Local Plan. The draft ELP sets out a number of proposed sites for
residential and non-residential development, and policies to effectively manage
development based on the latest available evidence. The inclusion of a small (7%),
carefully selected number of sites located in the Green Belt and the results of site
selection work20, alongside other evidence in order to increase housing supply to
meet the housing OAN were identified.

19
20

NPPF paragraph 84
See Housing Topic Paper (LBE) 2021
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Exceptional circumstances
8.22 Paragraph 83 of the NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries should only be amended
in ‘exceptional circumstances’ through the preparation or review of the Local Plan.
Local Authorities should have regard to the intended permanence of the Green Belt so
they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period. This section sets out the
factors that are considered to constitute the exceptional circumstances to justify
altering the boundary of the Green Belt as part of the ELP 21.
8.23 Demonstrating exceptional circumstances requires the presentation of a set of factors
that come together to override the normal presumption that Green Belt boundaries
should endure. There is no formal definition or standard set of assessment criteria; it is
for the local planning authority to determine whether it considers exceptional
circumstances exist to justify removing land from the Green Belt and to make that
recommendation to the Planning Inspectorate.
Case Law
8.24 As there is no formal definition or standard set of assessment criteria to demonstrate
exceptional circumstances, there has been an increasing amount of case law as
planning authorities attempt to alter the boundaries of the Green Belt, and justify doing
so.
8.25 In the case of Calverton Parish Council versus Greater Nottingham Councils (2015)
EWHC 1078 22 a number of matters were set out set out that should be identified and
dealt with in order to ascertain whether ‘exceptional circumstances’ exist to alter the
Green Belt:
(i)

the acuteness/intensity of the objectively assessed need (matters of degree may
be important);

(ii)

the inherent constraints on supply/availability of land prima facie suitable for
sustainable development;

(iii) (on the facts of this case) the consequent difficulties in achieving sustainable
development without impinging on the Green Belt;
(iv) the nature and extent of the harm to this Green Belt (or those parts of it which
would be lost if the boundaries were reviewed); and
(v)

the extent to which the consequent impacts on the purposes of the Green Belt
may be ameliorated or reduced to the lowest reasonably practicable extent.

8.26 In the case of Gallagher Homes Limited versus Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
(2014) 23 the following points were made clear by this decision:
•

Planning guidance is a material consideration for plan-making and decision-taking.
However, it does not have statutory force: the only statutory obligations to have
regard to relevant policies.

•

The test for redefining a Green Belt boundary has not been changed by the NPPF.
It is not arguable that the mere fact that a local authority is drawing up its local plan

21

NPPF paragraph 82
England and Wales High Court Decision
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Admin/2015/1078.html
23
England and Wales Court of Appeal Decision 22

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Civ/2014/1610.html
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is itself an exceptional circumstances justifying a boundary change. National
guidance has always dealt with revisions of the Green Belt in the context of
reviews of local plans (e.g. paragraph 2.7 of PPG2) and has always required
exceptional circumstances to do this.
•

A local planning authority must find that exceptional circumstances exist before
they make any alteration in a Green Belt boundary, whether it is considering
extending or diminishing the Green Belt; and

•

Whilst each case is fact-sensitive and the question of whether circumstances are
exceptional for these purposes requires an exercise of planning judgement, what is
capable of amounting to exceptional circumstances is a matter of law, and a planmaker may err in law if they fail to adopt a lawful approach to exceptional
circumstances. Once Green Belt has been established and approved, it requires
more than general planning concepts to justify alterations.

Strategic Exceptional Circumstances for the London Borough of Enfield
8.27 Exceptional circumstances are best demonstrated where a number of factors come
together to make a compelling case. For the Borough, the following are considered to
be the primary factors justifying Green Belt release:
•

Acute housing need

•

Affordability

•

Housing supply, including family housing

•

Sustainable patterns of development

•

Compensatory measures

•

Infrastructure provision

Each factor is discussed below in further detail.
Housing need and target
8.28 Enfield is facing an acute housing need which is reflected in a local housing crisis.
The following statistics indicate the scale of the crisis in the borough.
•
•
•
•

3,500 households currently living in temporary accommodation in Enfield. This
is 2nd highest in the country.
House prices in Enfield have risen significantly in the last 20 years, more than
doubling between 2000-2019, in line with the trend across London as a whole.
Home ownership is beyond the reach of many. Average house costs 13.7
times income vs London average of 12.5
Rents have also increased substantially in the last 5 years, with more
significant rises amongst lower quartile rents (the cheaper properties on the
rental market). Enfield has the highest eviction rate in London.

8.29 The housing OAN of 4,397 new dwellings a year plus units per year marks a significant
step change in the level of housing need in the Borough from the Core Strategy target
of 395. The Borough has 3,500 households currently living in temporary
accommodation – This is 2nd highest in the country.
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8.30 The London Plan sets out a Borough target of 1,246 homes per year, which does not
meet the OAN assessed under the standard methodology.
8.31 Figure 8.2 highlights the constrained nature of the Borough and a number of
neighbouring Boroughs. Development of the green sites allows the Council to address
the housing need at scale whilst also providing viable and sustainable places.
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Figure 8.2: Constraints map
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Affordability – to buy and to rent
8.32 Affordability issues are prevalent across the Borough. However, from the background
of evidence is clear that high house prices and subsequent affordability issues within
the Borough has worsened over recent years as prices and rents have risen more
rapidly than earnings and incomes.
•

The cost of home ownership is out of reach to most households in Enfield on the
basis of their incomes (unless they are existing home owners or have substantial
deposits).

•

Market rents are affordable to households on average incomes, but even lower
quartile rents are stretching for households who rely on housing benefit alone, as
they are typically set just above the LHA (housing benefit) limit.

•

Existing affordable home ownership products, such as shared ownership, extend
home ownership to additional households in Enfield but they do not extend
affordability to all households who can rent but can’t buy.

•

The Government’s proposed new First Homes product would need new homes to be
discounted by more than 60% in Enfield to ensure they are affordable to households
on average incomes.

•

Intermediate rents (e.g. London Living Rent) are affordable to households on
average Enfield incomes. These types of homes may also be a route to home
ownership for households on average incomes as the discounted rent allows these
households to save for a deposit. Discounted market rents provided through new
Built to Rent schemes may be considered a new source of intermediate rents, though
this will depend on the discount secured.

•

Affordability of intermediate housing is challenging for key workers if their household
is reliant on one income. Households with two people earning are likely to be able to
access current products such as shared ownership, as well as subsidised rented
homes.

•

Housing benefit rates cover the cost of renting in the social and affordable rented
sector. They are sufficient to cover London Affordable Rents and London Living
Rents within Enfield, but this does not guarantee that households will have sufficient
incomes (from earnings or other benefits) to afford their other living costs. This raises
a separate question about whether welfare benefits (set by the Government) are
sufficient to cover living costs of low income households which is beyond the scope
of this LHNA.

•

It is important that new tenures and products are provided with local incomes in mind
to maximise affordability to households who are unable to rent or buy in the open
market.

•

Development in the Green Belt areas is a more viable form of development and
allows the borough to deliver at least 50% of housing on Green Belt sites as
affordable housing products.
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Housing supply
Housing mix
8.33 Paragraph 50 of the NPPF requires local authorities to deliver a wide choice of high
quality homes, widening the opportunity for home ownership and creating sustainable,
inclusive and mixed communities
8.34 The LHNA provides evidence on the likely mix of homes needed over the plan period
and the current stock of homes available to residents in Enfield. From the assessment,
it suggests the largest requirement in the market sector will be for 3- and 4-bedroom
homes – i.e. family sized accommodation, with just over one quarter likely to require 1and 2-bedroom properties. It is important to note that this is driven by demographic
change within the Borough and does not mean that existing households within Enfield
will be able to afford such new family sized housing.
8.35 In the affordable housing sector, the largest proportion of households need 2- and 3bedroom properties.
8.36 The preferred spatial strategy considers a large proportion of 1-2 bedroom properties
are likely to be supplied in the urban area in the form of high density flatted
development. This ensures the optimum use of previously developed land highly
sustainable locations that supports urban renewal and regeneration. Optimising the
development density of these underused sites, some of which are in public ownership
further supports the proposals of the Housing White Paper. However, this will not
supply the smaller family housing which the LHNA recommends should be delivered. A
number of allocated sites on brownfield land will supply some of this family housing,
but it will not be of sufficient quantity to provide a mix of housing that will support a
balance of housing types and tenures. Due to the constraints identified previously, in
addition to the tightly drawn Green Belt boundaries around excluded settlements, the
supply of land for housing that may be suitable for development and that could provide
accommodation for families is limited.
8.37 The release of a limited number of Green Belt sites will make a significant contribution
to delivering the smaller family housing and some larger housing, to meet the need
identified and the mix suggested in the LHNA. Otherwise there is a risk that housing
supply is weighted to heavily towards delivering 1-2 bedroom properties in higher
density flatted schemes that will result in an imbalance in the housing mix. The
appropriate mix of dwellings by type and size of units will be considered as part of the
planning application process for each individual site.
8.38 Table 8.4 sets out historic housing completions, which further highlights the limited
delivery of family style housing in the Borough.
Year

1 bed

2 bed

3 bed

4 bed

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

no.

%

5 bed and
larger
no.
%

Total

2013/14

260

36%

315

43%

102

14%

33

5%

16

2%

726

2014/15

174

36%

181

38%

89

19%

28

6%

5

1%

477

2015/16

272

34%

282

35%

162

20%

75

9%

8

1%

799

2016/17

453

45%

279

28%

175

17%

84

8%

18

2%

1,009

2017/18

154

28%

260

47%

100

18%

32

6%

8

1%

554

2018/19

128

21%

140

23%

207

34%

112

19%

16

3%

603
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2019/20
Table 8.3

188

40%

216

47%

56

12%

4

1%

1

0%

465

Table 8.4: Net housing completions by dwelling type
Sustainable patterns of development
8.39 The formation of the redevelopment of Crews Hill and an urban extension at Chase
Park has been supported by the IIA. The approach to development is set out in the
spatial strategy, policy SS1, including the importance of developing previously
developed sites first and increasing densities in sustainable locations and development
of smaller housing sites.
8.40 Policies H1 and E1 of the ELP shows that a large proportion of housing and
employment development is anticipated in in the urban area. The delivery of a number
of Council owned sites through the Joint Venture at Meridian Water demonstrates how
the proposals included in the Housing White Paper have been pursued, including
through the more effective use of underused brownfield land in higher density
schemes.
8.41 The 2021 Regulation 18 consultation highlights how the sites proposed for release
from the Green Belt are located on the edge of existing settlements, supporting a
continuation of the suburban character and promoting sustainable patterns of
development through the incremental growth of the Borough. Releasing land on the
edge further supports a compact built environment that limits urban sprawl,
encroachment and impact on landscape character. The ELP aims to mitigate the loss
of Green Belt by ensuring schemes maintain any physical boundaries that provide
visual and functional separation from the Green Belt and enhance these where
possible. This ensures clear delineation between the built form of new development
and the openness of the Green Belt. Schemes will be expected to incorporate effective
landscaping schemes and buffers, where required, to create appropriate transitions.
8.42 The location of the sites adjacent to existing built up areas also ensures existing
services and facilities are more accessible, which encourages the use of sustainable
modes of transport such as walking and cycling. All new development is expected to
promote walking and cycling by improving accessibility existing public rights of way,
footpaths and cycling routes. Accessibility to existing walking and cycling routes can
be improved and expanded through green corridors to provide links to schools, open
spaces, local, district and town centres, public transport, and other facilities. This
promotes active lifestyles to improve health and wellbeing, and reduce car usage and
the associated impacts on local highways and air quality. The IIA highlighted the likely
adverse impact of new development on air quality, which further reinforces the
importance of promoting sustainable transport and reducing car usage wherever
possible.
8.43 The development option selected seeks to provide a sustainable pattern of
development that meets all the identified housing needs, whilst retaining the blue and
green infrastructure, heritage assets and other community facilities that residents
value. One option looked at a greater amount of allocated employment sites for
residential use, which for example would lead to an unbalanced strategy, further
encouraging commuting outside of the Borough for work. The ELP seeks to balance all
these competing objectives effectively.
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8.44 A report on the examination into the Lichfield District Local Plan: Strategy emphasises
the importance of a sustainable overall strategy 24:
“In my judgement the lack of more sustainable sites outside the Green Belt to meet
the identified need for housing in a way that is consistent with the Plan’s urban and
key centre strategy amounts, in this instance, to the exceptional circumstances that
justify the release of Green Belt land at Deanslade Farm and Cricket Lane and their
allocation for development…”.
Compensatory measures
8.45 The Housing White Paper proposes to amend national policy to make clear that where
land is removed from the Green Belt local policies should require the impact to be
offset by compensatory improvements to environmental quality or accessibility of
remaining Green Belt land.
8.46 Access to the Green Belt will be further enhanced by provision of Suitable Alternative
Natural Greensapce (SANG) on Green Belt land at sites including: Enfield Chase, Lee
Valley Regional Park, Trent Park, Meridian Water and other strategic allocations
including Tottenham Hotspurs Training Centre and Picketts Lock. This provides
enhanced opportunities for leisure and recreation for existing and future residents, in
areas that will be retained in the Green Belt, and mitigate the loss of other areas of the
Green Belt by improving the environmental quality and accessibility at the SANGs.
8.47 The proposed spatial strategy will also provide for and support improved access to the
countryside for all and the development of the Rural Enfield National Park City
destination policy which is focussed on development of a sustainable mosaic approach
to the countryside.
8.48 Access to public open space will also be enhanced through the on-site provision of
open space on sites proposed to be released from the Green Belt. This may include
Local Equipped Areas of Play (LEAPs), outdoor gyms and other facilities to encourage
and active lifestyles in areas that were previously inaccessible. Additional on-site
infrastructure will also need to be required on a number of sites.
Infrastructure provision
8.49 The sustainability credentials of the sites proposed to be released from the Green Belt
are further enhanced by the provision of on-site infrastructure to meet the needs of the
development proposed. The delivery of necessary infrastructure to support the
development proposed is a key part of ELP and has been a source of considerable
interest from both the public and the development industry. An ‘living’ Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP) will sit alongside the ELP that sets out the current capacity of
existing infrastructure, and the new and upgraded services and facilities required to
serve the proposed development across the Borough over the plan period.
8.50 Several sites will be required to provide on-site infrastructure, notably in the form of
education facilities. Further information will be set out in the site proformas in the ELP
and in detail in the IDP, which highlights the additional education provision required.
Larger Green Belt sites such as Chase Park and Crews Hill are expected to provide
schools on site in addition to other community services as part of a hub for the new
community. This will facilitate the redrawing of existing school catchments to smaller
areas, which will further encourage sustainable modes of transport. To provide
sustainable communities which encourage cycling and walking, educational facilities
24

Report to Lichfield District Council, PINS, 16 January 2015
http://www2.lichfielddc.gov.uk/localplanexamination/files/2015/01/Lichfield-Report-Word-16-Jan-2015.pdf
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should be located in close proximity to development sites. In some cases, this can only
be achieved through the allocation of large sites which can include on site
infrastructure provision, without which there is a risk that the number of school places
required for local children will not be provided.
Impact on the Green Belt
8.51 As highlighted by the Calverton Parish Council v Greater Nottingham Councils case it
is important to consider the nature and extent of any harm to the Green Belt and
whether this impact can be reduced as far as is reasonably practicable.
8.52 The Council has prepared a number of documents which have informed the position
set out in the ELP which are discussed earlier in this chapter. It is important to note
that many sites have been promoted by landowners and developers as part of the plan
making process that have not been allocated for development, a number of which are
located in the Green Belt – further information is set out in the Housing Topic Paper
(LBE) 2021. The overriding majority of the Green Belt will remain unchanged.
Summary of exceptional circumstances
8.53 The Council is committed to protecting the Green Belt but the limited supply of suitable
previously developed sites has led to recognition that not all the growth identified can
be accommodated within the urban area and limited release of Green Belt is required.
The Green Belt release proposed amounts to 7% reduction of the Green Belt. The
SHLAA (2020) and updated as HELAA (2021) and have shows the sites that are
deliverable and developable sites on previously developed sites (excluding a windfall
allowance). It is only through the release of a limited number of Green Belt sites that
this supply can be increased, without eroding employment land or increasing site
densities above acceptable levels.
8.54 The Housing Topic Paper sets out the how the identified housing need will be met
through the development strategy of the ELP. Critical to this is the delivery of the
growth locations that will provide the majority of the housing development proposed in
the site allocations, in addition to other uses and infrastructure needed to support
delivery.
8.55 Significant efforts have been made to increase housing supply by optimising
development densities, making the most efficient use of brownfield land, and releasing
public sector land for development. Despite these efforts, further increasing housing
supply is hampered by the constrained nature of the Borough highlighted in Chapter 4.
8.56 Increasing housing supply will also help to address the increasing ratios between
earnings and house prices which limit the ability of residents to purchase property. The
affordability ratios set above show housing has become less affordable over recent
years. In turn, increasing supply will also increase the levels of affordable housing
being delivered which will provide further opportunities for homeownership.
8.57 The delivery of housing on larger sites on larger sites will provide a wider mix of
development. This ensures that the housing proposed caters for a variety of needs
through different housing types and tenures, and varying sizes. The opportunity to
provide plots of land for self and custom housebuilding provides a further way for local
people to access the housing market.
8.58 The delivery of a larger number of predominantly small and medium sized sites on the
edge of existing excluded settlements supports the sustainable growth of the Borough.
This ensures existing services and facilities are more accessible, particularly with
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regard to schools, employment, and health services as permeable routes for walking
and cycling can be incorporated into site layouts.
8.59 Green links through and between spaces and places can facilitate increased
accessibility between existing development and additional open spaces that will be
incorporated into proposed development sites. Additionally, enhancements to Enfield
Chase provides additional opportunities for health and recreation, in close proximity to
several proposed development sites, and existing residential areas, whilst remaining in
the Green Belt. This further supports the sustainable pattern of development proposed
in the ELP as the Council has taken a proactive approach in improving access to open
spaces both within and outside of the Green Belt, which helps to address the
compensatory measures proposed in the Housing White Paper to enhance
accessibility.
8.60 In addition to open space, further work on the provision of the infrastructure needed to
support the level of development proposed will be established and set out in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan.
8.61 As a result, the only remaining option is to propose development on a small number of
carefully selected sites in the Green Belt. The studies described earlier in this chapter
set out the evidence to support the allocations proposed. The delivery of these sites
will increase the supply and mix of housing, including the provision of affordable
housing, and help to tackle to the worsening affordability ratios.
8.62 When considering all the factors outlined above, the Council considers that exceptional
circumstances can be demonstrated to justify the Green Belt boundary amendments
proposed. The ELP marks a step change in development in the Borough, and the
needs identified can only be met in full by proposing minor amendments to the Green
Belt boundary having fully examined all other reasonable options. This is the only way
of supporting the Spatial Strategy without compromising the character of the Borough,
or significantly eroding employment locations and jobs therein. The Spatial Strategy in
turn will facilitate the delivery of significant affordable housing that is needed in
response to the Enfield LHNA.
Defining the Green Belt boundary
8.63 The Council considers that the aforementioned factors amount to ‘exceptional
circumstances’ that justify amending the boundary of the Green Belt as part of the
Borough Local Plan. The process of determining how such boundaries should be
amended is guided by national policy. Paragraph 139:
When defining Green Belt boundaries, plans should:
a) ensure consistency with the development plan’s strategy for meeting identified
requirements for sustainable development;
b) not include land which it is unnecessary to keep permanently open;
c) where necessary, identify areas of safeguarded land between the urban area and the
Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching well beyond
the plan period;
d) make clear that the safeguarded land is not allocated for development at the present
time. Planning permission for the permanent development of safeguarded land
should only be granted following an update to a plan which proposes the
development;
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e) be able to demonstrate that Green Belt boundaries will not need to be altered at the
end of the plan period; and
f)

define boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable and
likely to be permanent.

8.64 The 2021 Regulation 18 consultation proposes amendments to the Green Belt
boundaries and considers that the principle is consistent with the Spatial Strategy as
set out in the key diagram, and further explained in this paper. The allocated sites
contribute to the identified needs for housing and employment use, and will contribute
to sustainable development as assessed by the Sustainability Appraisal.
8.65 In amending the boundaries land has not been included where it is unnecessary to
keep permanently open. This has been considered alongside the need to use durable
boundaries, which in a few cases has resulted in Green Belt boundaries being
amended beyond the site allocation. The proposed Green Belt boundaries have been
clearly defined using physical features such as water courses and roads that are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, unless this conflicts with other criteria.
Conclusion
8.66 In conclusion, the Council is committed to ensuring a sustainable approach to
development is adhered to, within the plan period, and beyond as set out in the ELP.
The significant needs for new housing over the plan period, and the extent of the
London Metropolitan Green Belt across the Borough makes meeting this need
impossible without Green Belt release.
8.67 The release of a limited number of Green Belt sites will not adversely affect the overall
purposes of the Green Belt as a whole. Exceptional circumstances can be
demonstrated in this case and Green Belt release proposed is supported as the most
sustainable approach to development within the Borough. The release of the sites
proposed is shown to have minimal impact on the Green Belt purposes.
8.68 It is considered that for the reasons outlined above the Green Belt boundaries have
been amended in a manner that complies with the NPPF, and is consistent with the
ELP spatial strategy that will deliver sustainable development over the plan period and
beyond.
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9. Conclusions
9.1

This Topic paper explains how the Council has developed its spatial strategy. The
Council has sought to deliver a sustainable approach to development despite the
challenges of the levels of growth it is facing and the extensive constraints faced by
the Borough.

9.2

In principle the plan seeks to meet overall housing need in the right places through a
logical and evidence based spatial strategy that promotes sustainable development
patterns.

9.3

The Council has tested a wide range of spatial options and explored their implications
across a range of factors. This has been supported by an extensive evidence base.
We have carried out a wide-ranging consultation with the public at the Issues and
Options stage. The Council has also undertaken considerable engagement and shared
its evidence base with key stakeholders throughout the process of developing its
position on the level and distribution of growth. This process has been reinforced and
informed by its collaborative working with key bodies on strategic matters under the
Duty to Cooperate.

9.4

In reality, the options are limited and involve difficult choices. The Council has
concluded that it should face up to these challenges and that accommodating lower
growth levels i.e. the baseline would not be the best option for the Borough. While the
Council recognises the difficulties of meeting its development needs and securing the
necessary infrastructure, it considers the benefits of this scale of growth, on balance,
outweigh these concerns.

9.5

The Council has explored optimising “brownfield” opportunities to accommodate
growth within the urban area, but even taking into account a greater emphasis on
uplifting densities, increasing windfall sites, and flexibility over design standards, what
can reasonably be brought forward cannot meet need in full. Other options, such as a
new settlement, extensions, rural areas taken in isolation and the de-designation of
SIL at Harbet Road and Brimsdown, were not considered feasible or deliverable over
the lifetime of the Plan.

9.6

Given the above points, some Green Belt land is required for development. There will
have to be limited release of Green Belt land in order to accommodate identified need
for housing and employment. The scale of growth has inevitably meant that some
development in the form of a new settlement and urban extension will have to extend
into better performing areas of Green Belt.

9.7

The Council considers it has struck a balance in terms of meeting its housing,
economic and other development needs in sustainable locations while taking into
account the Borough’s many environmental constraints.

9.8

The spatial strategy will concentrate growth within urban areas of Enfield Town,
Southbury, Meridian Water, Edmonton Green, Angel Edmonton, Southgate and New
Southgate, and Crews Hill and Chase Park excluded from the Green Belt. It will:
•

significantly increase the level of housing over the lifetime of the Plan

•

deliver increased provision of affordable homes and larger family homes

•

provide improved access to green spaces and nature for all
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•

deliver improvements to the rural areas,

•

Maintain and enhance the borough’s unique and diverse places and character

•

Maintain and transform the borough’s employment areas and functions

•

be of a critical mass to deliver key infrastructure, and

•

help continue the regeneration of the Borough.
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